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Box-Jenkins procedures were used to build time series models for 
U.S. o il industry variables. Granger's defin ition  of causality  
together with recent procedures developed by Pierce were u tilize d  to 
id en tify  causal relationships that exist between variables in that 
industry.
An empirical study was conducted using monthly U.S. o il industry 
data for the period from January 1974 through October 1979. Analysis 
revealed that some variables which are generally regarded as being 
strongly in terre lated  may, based on results of that empirical study, 
be regarded as uncorrelated or only weakly related.
The relationships between variables such as crude oil production, 
crude imports, price of both domestic and imported o i l ,  crude input to 
re fin e rie s , and domestic demand fo r refined petroleum products are 
discussed.
One of the results of the study is an indication of the lack of 
strong association between crude o il produced in the U.S. and its  
domestic price. I t  has also been shown that the domestic demand fo r  
refined products is quite price in e las tic . Consequently i t  was inferred  
that factors such as conservation e ffo r ts , economic slowdown, weather 
conditions and the use of substitutes has been contributing much more 
than price increases to the recent observed decline o f the domestic 
demand fo r refined petroleum products.
Among the economic implications of the study are the issues
i i i
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concerning unemployment, in fla tio n  and th e ir  in teraction together with 
th e ir  relationship to the U.S. o il market.
For example, an application of the methodology used here indicates 
that while the increasing price of imported o il has been contributing  
to in fla tio n  in the U.S., the domestic price has only shown a modest 
response to such in fla tionary  pressures.
A b r ie f  discussion is also presented concerning the unemployment 
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INTRODUCTION
Modelling of the Petroleum Industry
The petroleum shortage of 1973 graphically indicated the importance 
of petroleum to the U.S. economy for the immediate future. Moreover, 
since the formation o f a cabinet level department of energy, there has 
been considerable e ffo r t devoted to energy policy, and, equally important, 
there has been increased attention to those analytical structures (and 
th e ir  im p lic it assumptions) which have played a s ign ifican t ro le , d irec tly  
or in d ire c tly , in the formation of energy policy related to o i l .
To il lu s tra te  the Government's e f fo r t  in th is area we, b r ie f ly ,  
discuss the Federal Energy Administration's project en titled  "Midterm 
Energy Market Model: MEMM.
An e a r lie r  version of this model, referred to as the Integrating  
model of the Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES), is fu lly  
documented in Volume I of a 15-volume set of reports published September 
1976.
The PIES system has been used by DOE to obtain major midterm integrated  
energy forecasts and policy analyses since its  development in 1974. 
In i t ia l ly  providing the basis for the 1974 "Project Independence Report", 
i t  has since evolved into the system used for the "1976 National Energy 
Outlook", the 1977 national energy plan analysis, the Energy Information 
Administration's Annual Report to Congress, 1977, Vol. I I ,  the evaluation 
of natural gas pricing proposals, analysis and evaluation of energy 
relaxed tax analysis, and tax cred it proposal's analysis.
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In the fa l l  of 1978, the system was revised and renamed "Midterm 
Energy Forecasting System: (MEFS)". The Midterm Energy Market model
(MEMM) is the central component of the Midterm Energy Forecasting System 
(MEFS), providing the mechanism by which the lin ear supply side and the 
nonlinear demand side of MEFS are integrated into a single model which 
produces an equilibrium forecast. MEMM also provides MEFS with a modelling 
structure under which a wide range of d iffe rin g  p o lit ic a l,  tax, and 
regulatory environments can be examined for comparative impacts and 
policy implications. I t  is believed that MEMM is the world's largest 
general equilibrium model.
MEMM calculates an economic equilibrium , thus obtaining the quantities  
and prices fo r many d iffe re n t fuels a t which supplies are equal to demand.
The model has su ffic ien t structural details to enable many policy 
alternatives to be presented, thus is used fo r policy analysis.
Central to the MEMM is an equ ilib rating  mechanism which integrates 
the MEFS supply function with a lin ear approximation of the MEFS demand 
function and iterates on quantities and prices un til an equilibrium  
solution is reached, at which demand and supply are equal.
The demand function is  a nonlinear function which calculates regional 
fuel quantities that are demanded at specified fuel prices.
The supply function is an integrated piecewise lin ear function which 
calculates the fuel prices at which the energy market would be w illin g  
to produce and deliver specified quantities. The lin ear programming (LP) 
framework simulates p ro fit  maximizing market behavior by choosing the
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least costing methods and locations for producing basic fuel supplies, 
of generating e le c tr ic ity , and transporting fin a l commodities to meet 
demand.
The equ ilib ra ting  mechanism of MEMM attempts to match energy demands 
with energy supplies by fuel and region by adjusting prices and ite ra tiv e ly  
resolving the linear program until a balance is achieved. MEMM is also 
used where modifications to prices and quantities are made, such as those 
required for modelling of natural gas regulation and a llocation , o il 
entitlem ents, and average cost pricing of e le c tr ic ity .
The output from the model consists of the lin ear programming solution 
f i l e  plus customized reports deta iling  energy production, consumption, 
conversion, and both re ta il and marginal prices. Results are broken 
down by fu e l, region, process, and consuming sector and are given in Btu 
and standard physical units.
Beside this major Governmental e f fo r t  a number of analytical studies 
employing econometric modelling approaches have been developed by 
government agencies, academic in s titu tio n s , and individual investigators.
Beginning with the Wein model that was developed fo r the FPC (Federal 
Power Commission) and Fisher's econometric studies of o il and gas produc­
tion [1 4 ], there has been a number o f other studies by Macvoy [29 ],
Erickson and Spann [1 3 ], Khazzoom [2 8 ], Epple [1 2 ], and the MIT econometric 
model fo r natural gas [30 ].
The NPC (National Petroleum Council) Study [61] has used econometric 
modelling and structural models of o il and gas reserve discoveries,
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d e liv e ra b ility , and production, to develop a more comprehensive analytical 
structure of the o il and gas markets.
The NPC U.S. Energy Outlook has produced a comprehensive analytical 
study o f the supply of o il and gas in the United States. I t  includes a 
detailed evaluation o f a ll  the economic incentives which influence the 
d r ill in g  fo r o il and gas and develops the relationships for each production 
region.
An in teresting model has been developed by Rice and Smith [47 ], 
where a forty-two equation nonlinear econometric model of the U.S.
Petroleum industry was estimated over the period 1946-1973. Their model 
specifies refinery outputs and prices as being simultaneously determined 
by market forces while domestic output of crude o il is determined in a 
block recursive segment of the model. The simultaneous behavioral 
equations were estimated with nonlinear two-stage least squares. A 
m ulti-period sample simulation, together with forecasts fo r 1974 and 
1975 were used to evaluate the model's performance. They also used the 
model to forecast up to the year 1985, under two scenarios, and th e ir  
results were compared with the Federal Energy Administration's forecast 
for the same period.
In a recent DOE publication [5 6 ], the univariate Box-Jenkins technique 
was used in short-term forecasting of crude petroleum and natural gas 
production.
In that report, univariate ARIMA models were used to make short-term, 
regional and seasonal projections o f crude o il and natural gas supply
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based upon production time series. Energy data series on domestic 
lower-48 crude production and U.S. marketed production of natural gas 
are projected as are various state and regional series. Two versions 
have been set up, monthly and quarterly series, as part of the Federal 
Energy Administration's short-term forecasting program.
Scope, Purpose, and Methodology
The objective Engineering/Econometric modelling techniques have not 
been successful in providing an appropriate model fo r U.S. o il industry.
One major lim ita tio n , of course, is a ttributab le  to data inadequacies. 
For example, production at existing wells is a function of demand in the 
current period, price or expected price, and decline rates. The addition  
of new reserves, from which came additions to production, are dependent 
on the number of exploratory w ells , the number of feet d r il le d , and the 
amount of money spent in exploratory endeavours as well as being a 
function of the aforementioned variables.
Although the use of these types of relationships provide enhanced 
precision and o b je c tiv ity , data on most o f the explanatory (exogenous) 
variables are simply not available.
A second major d if f ic u lty  in using pure econometric models is that 
regression and correlation can be misleading i f  the autocorrelation in 
the relevant series is not properly taken into account. The d istribution  
of sample cross correlations or regression coeffic ien ts , even under the 
null hypothesis of no causality , is  more complicated in the presence of 
autocorrelation, and the type of autocorrelation often found is such that
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ignoring these complications results in grossly overestimating significance  
of the tests , i . e . ,  o f asserting relationships that do not ex is t.
A fin a l drawback in using econometric models is that the model 
specification has generally been developed on the basis of the researcher's 
knowledge and b e lie f concerning the nature of the relationships. In 
short, estimation has been empirical while specification has been 
th eo re tica l.
In the case of the o il industry, the absence of strong prior knowledge 
of its  market system puts some doubt on the appropriateness o f such a 
pure theoretical specification . Consequently, the present study centers 
around an empirical specification o f relationships among variables in the 
U.S. o il industry. The data themselves are permitted, in so fa r as 
feas ib le , to specify the pattern o f in terrelationships that do or do not 
ex is t in that industry. The methodology used combines the univariate  
Box-Jenkins approach together with recent developments in time series 
analysis, especially those due to Pierce [4 4 ], which has not been much
employed in the lite ra tu re , p a rticu la rly  the methodology of in te rre la tin g
two or more series. Since our system is not well known, there is a need
not only to estimate the parameters of a specified model but also to
choose an appropriate specification . The procedure outlined by Pierce
is used here for this purpose.
The present study may be divided into the following stages:
1. Collection of time series data on o il industry and any other
relevant economic series.
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2. Id en tifica tio n  of variables which seem to play a s ig n ifican t 
role in the U. S. o il industry.
3. F ittin g  of univariate time series models to each series of in terest.
4. Assessing the causality patterns (pairwise) among the variables 
(which variables are independent, which are exogenous re la tive  
to others, and which exhib it feedback?)
I t  should be indicated that the entire  time series modelling procedure 
requires some extra stages in addition to those mentioned above. A 
research e ffo rt in that direction is being conducted by Prof. R. K. Mueller 
aiming at the construction o f a fu ll m ultivariate time series model 
fo r the U.S. o il industry based on the preliminary results of th is study.
Those extra e ffo rts  might generally include:
1. Specification of m ultiple time series models, or transfer function 
models i f  causality is unidirectional.
2. Estimation of parameters in these models.
3. Checking adequacy o f f i t ;  respecifying and f i t t in g  models, and 
more complex modelling involving causal relationships among two 
or more time series.
The rationale fo r using time series methodology are:
1. Time series analysis is the most convenient way to take account 
of the presence of autocorrelation in the series under in ves ti­
gations.
2. Recent developments in time series analysis make i t  possible for  
empirical researchers to investigate causal relationships,
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lagged e ffe c ts , etc. in a re liab le  and practical way.
3. The absence o f prio r knowledge (theoretical or case knowledge)
about the system under study puts some doubt on the appropriateness
of a pure econometric approach to model building.
The data base fo r this study consists o f 70 monthly observations of
variables under investigation. The period under study is from January 
1974 un til October 1979.
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CHAPTER TWO: TIME SERIES ANALYSIS AND THE BOX-JENKINS TECHNIQUE
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TIME SERIES ANALYSIS AND THE BOX-JENKINS TECHNIQUE
The majority of s ta tis tic a l procedures are designed to be used with 
data orig inating from a series o f independent experiments or survey 
interviews. The resulting data or sample, X ., i = 1 ,2 , . . .N  are taken 
to be representative of some population. The s ta tis tic a l analysis that 
follows is largely concerned with making inferences about the properties 
of the population from the sample. With this type of data, the order in 
which the sample is presented to the s ta tis tic ia n  is irre levan t. With 
time series data, this is by no means the case. A time series is a 
sequence of values or readings ordered by a parameter, usually time.
Since the order of the data is now of considerable importance, most of 
the classical s ta tis tic a l techniques are no longer relevant and so new 
techniques have to be devised.
An observed series X^, t  = 1 ,2 , . . .N ,  may be considered as a rea lization
of some theoretical process called a "stochastic process". In classical 
s ta tis tic s  one has the v ita l concept of population and sample, and the 
equivalent concepts with series are the (theo re tica l) stochastic process 
and the rea liza tio n  or observed series. The in i t ia l  objective of time 
series analysis is to make inferences about the properties or basic
features o f the stochastic process from the information contained in
the observed series. The f i r s t  step in the analysis is usually to form 
certain summary s ta t is t ic s , but the eventual aim is to construct a model 
from the data, a model that has s im ilar properties to those of the 
generating mechanism of the stochastic process. A simple example of a
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stochastic process would be a sequence of random variables generated by 
the ite ra tiv e  scheme = 0.5 Xt   ̂ where is a sequence of purely
independent and id e n tic a lly  distributed random variables. The process 
is seen to be the output of a generating mechanism. Many other examples 
are possible and two o f the essential stages in model building are to 
determine the class o f models that seem appropriate and then to estimate 
the parameter values of the model.
Once a model has been b u ilt  i t  can be used to tes t some hypothesis 
or theory about the generating mechanism of the process, i t  can be used 
to forecast future values of the series, and i t  may be used to decide on 
a system to control future values.
Covariances and S ta tionarity
Consider a process Xt » defined fo r a ll integer values of t .  In
general the process w ill be generated by some scheme involving random
inputs, and so X. w ill be a random variable for each t  and (X* , X. , . . . ,  t z} z2
X. ) '  w ill be an N x 1 vector random variable. To fu lly  characterize 
such random variables, one needs to specify d istribu tion  functions; but 
i t  is usually too ambitious to attempt to specify fu lly  or to estimate 
these functions. The mean o f Xt  w ill be denoted by
Ut  = E[Xt ]
and the covariance between X , X w ill beX ^
Tt>s = cov(Xt ,Xs) = E[(Xt  -  , t )(Xs - ws) ]  
so that t  is the variance of X^. The lin ear properties o f the process 
can be described in terms o f ju s t these quantities. I f  i t  is assumed
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that the process is Gaussian by which i t  is meant that (X+ , X , . . . »
z ] 2
X. ) '  is an N dimensional normal d istribution  for every set t , , t 9 , . . .»
N 1 L
t^ and every f in ite  integer N, then the values of y^, g w ill be
s u ffic ie n t for a complete characterization of the d istribu tional properties
of the process. I f  normality is not assumed but i f  the generating process
is taken to be lin e a r, in the sense that X̂  is generated by a lin ear
combination of previous X^'s and past and present values of other processes,
then once more the major properties o f the process are captured in the
means and covariances.
I t  is instructive to ask the question, "How would one estimate 
y^?" For some processes, i t  is possible to obtain a number of re a liza ­
tions. An example would be the thickness o f steel wire made in a continuous 
extraction machine. One wire would constitute a single rea liza tio n , but 
i t  is  possible for the process to be stopped, the machine to be serviced, 
and the process to be started once more. The new wire could be taken 
to be another rea liza tio n  from the same stochastic process. I f  the
realizations are denoted by X . . ,  t  = 1 , ............»N, j  = 1 ,2 , ....................»K,
then a possible estimate of y would be
l K
" t  = K Xj t
However, fo r very many situations, i t  is not possible to obtain more than 
one rea liza tio n . One cannot, fo r example, stop the economy, go back to 
some starting  point, and le t  i t  go once more to see i f  a d iffe ren t 
pattern would emerge. With a single rea liza tio n , i t  is  c learly  quite
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impossible to estimate with any precision pt  for every t  i f  the 
sequence is allowed to take any set of values. I t  is even more rid icu ­
lous to try  to estimate yt  the variance of X^, at every t  i f  only a
single observed series is available.
To overcome such problems, the time series analyst is forced to 
adopt some re s tric tiv e  assumptions about the way in which means and 
covariances can change over time. A re s tric tiv e  but usable assumption 
is that o f s ta tio n a rity , which may be loosely defined as follows: a
process X̂ . w ill be said to be stationary i f
2
mean o f Xt  = y variance ° f  ^  = ° x < °°
covariance X^, X$ = yt _s
2
so that ax = Yq , and the notation usually used is :
Cov(Xt ,Xt _K) = yk 2.1
Thus, a stationary process w ill have mean and variance that do not 
change through time, and the covariance between values of the process 
at two time points w ill depend only on the distance between these time 
points and not on time i ts e lf .  Essentially , a s ta tio n arity  assumption 
is equivalent to saying that the generating mechanism of the process is 
i t s e l f  tim e-invariant, so that neither the form nor the parameter values 
of the generating procedure change through time.
A stronger form o f s ta tio n arity  than that ju s t introduced is  often 
defined. Denote the d istribu tion  function o f Xt+J., j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N ,  by 
F(Xt+ i»X t+2 Then t *ie stocliastlc Process is said to be
stationary in the stronger sense i f ,  for every f in ite  positive integer N,
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F does not depend on t .  I f  the process is Gaussian, the two defin itions  
are equivalent. In practical applications, strong s ta tio n arity  is 
v ir tu a lly  impossible to tes t fo r, and i t  is usual to work with the weaker 
form.
The covariances y  ̂ are called autocovariances and the quantities
PK = V Y0
are called the autocorrelations of the process.
The sequence p^, K = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  indicates the extent to which one value 
of the process is correlated with previous values and so can, to some 
extent, be used to measure the length and strength of the "memory" o f 
the process, that is ,  the extent to which the value taken a t time t  
depends on that at time t  - K. From the de fin ition  above, one has
p0 = P-K = pk
The p lot of p against K for K = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  is  called the theoretical 
correlogram and the values comprising this diagram w ill be the major 
quantities*that w ill be used to characterize the (lin e a r) properties of 
the generating mechanism of the process. However i t  is by no means easy 
to look at a theoretical correlogram and immediately decide on these 
properties. What is needed are some plausible models that provide 
correlograms of recognizable shapes. The simplest possible model is  
that of a sequence of independent (a c tu a lly , uiicorrelated since only 
lin ear features are being considered) and id e n tica lly  distributed random 
variables. The notation to be used in th is study , whenever possible, for 
such a sequence is at - For a sequence of th is kind, which hence forth
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w ill be called white noise, the autocorrelation sequence is
Pg ”  1 s Pj^ “ 0> K f 0 
so the correlogram takes a very specific and easily recognized shape.
One would not expect such a simple model to represent many actual 
series w e ll, although i t  w ill be seen la te r  that one of the objectives 
of model building w ill be to transform a given process to a white noise 
process.
The Box Jenkins Approach to Building Time Series Models
A class of lin ear parametric models for regular and seasonal time 
series has been used by Box & Jenkins.
The recommended procedure to f i t  a series is to id en tify  ten ta tive ly  
an appropriate model, to estimate the parameters in that model and then 
to examine the residuals fo r nonrandom behavior, in order to improve 
upon the tentative id e n tific a tio n .
The main stages in setting up a Box-Jenkins forecasting model are 
as follows:
a) Model id e n tific a tio n . Examine the data to see which model in 
the class o f ARIMA processes appears to be most appropriate.
b) Estimation. Estimate the parameters of the chosen model by least 
squares.
c) Diagnostic checking. Examine the estimated residuals from the 
f it te d  model to see i f  i t  is adequate.
d) Consider a lternative  models i f  necessary. I f  the f i r s t  model 
appears to be inadequate for some reason, then other ARIMA models
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may be studied by repeating the above procedure until a 
"satisfactory" model is found.
Id e n tific a tio n : A class of lin ear models useful in representing
many types o f stationary and nonstationary time series are the auto­
regressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) models.
These models are extremely f le x ib le , contain few parameters and 
can be easily  modified to handle seasonality.
Suppose that observations {xt >, t  = 0, +1, + 2 , . . . ,  constituting a 
time series become available at equally spaced time periods. Let {a^}
t  = 0 , +1, + 2 , . . . ,  be independent random deviates with mean zero and 
2
variance a .  Then there are two d iffe re n t approaches to representingd
this series. F irs t we may use the autoregressive model which makes a 
current deviation from the mean lin e a rly  dependent on previous deviations. 
I f  ŷ . = xt  -  E(xj.) for a ll  t ,  then we may w rite  a simple autoregressive
where <j>.. represent the coefficients of the population model.
An a lternative  to th is is to use the moving average model where y^ 
is made lin e a rly  dependent on the previous a^. The moving average model 
then takes the general form
As Box and Jenkins point out [4 ] ,  the behavior of one type cannot be 
represented by the other type unless an in f in ite  number of terms is 




yt " at ■ V t - I  '  02at-2 - ‘ ®qat-q ' 2.3
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However, the two models can easily  be combined to y ie ld  our autore­
gressive integrated moving average model that w ill have a manageable 
number o f terms. This ARIMA, or "Box-Jenkins" model has the general 
form
yt  * *lyt-l ■ ••• ■ V t-p  = at '  V t - T  "• -0qat-q'“ 2,4
A more compact representation is obtained by the use of f in ite
difference calculus. Let the difference operator v be defined by
vxt  = (1-B)xt  = xt  -  xt _ .j...  2.5
where B is the backshift operator and in general Bpx^ = xt.p *  
notation vd indicates the differencing operation is employed d times.
The Box-Jenkins models may be w ritten  in the compact form
♦p(B)wt  = 0q(B) at  • • •  2 , 6
where
Wt = yt -  E(yt ); yt = A ;
* p(B) = 1 -  -  ♦2B2- . . . - *  Bp
0 (B) = l -  e.B -  0oB2- . . . - e  Bqq 1 2  q
Equation (2 .1 ) is referred to as an ARIMA (p ,d ,q) model where the numbers
p and q re fe r to the orders of the polynomials <|>(B) and e(B) and d
indicates the degree of differencing. In order to s ta is fy  s ta tio n arity
and in v e r t ib i l i ty  requirements [4 ] ,  the roots of <|>(B) and e(B) must l ie
outside the unit c irc le  in the complex plane. In many practical situations
p and q are small, and i f  d > 0 , the mean of y is not appreciably
d iffe re n t from zero so that we can set = y^.
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I t  may happen that e ither p or q is zero so that (2 .6) reduces to a 
purely moving average (MA) model of order q, that is a MA (d,q) model 
or a purely autoregressive (AR) model o f order p, that is ,  and AR(p,d) 
model. To see that (2 .6 ) could indeed have been w ritten as an in f in ite  
moving average or in f in ite  autoregression, le t  $(B) = <i>(B)v̂  then with 
E(xt ) = 0
xt  = *_1 (B)e(B)at  = 'K(B)at
= (1 + f.B  + y.B + . . . ) a t  2.7
and
at  = *(B )e_1 (B) = n(B)xt
= (1 -  J^B -  n2B2 . . . ) x t  2 .8
Note that (2 .8 ) is of the form xt  -  ^ (xt - l» xt - 2 9’ ’ *  ̂ + at
so that depends lin early  on previous values xt _^,xt  £ . . .  with the n's 
as coeffic ients .
Equation (2 .6 ) provides a rich class of time series models.
Methods for selecting a tentative model within th is class ( i . e .  the 
id e n tific a tio n  problem) as well as procedures fo r estimating the model 
parameters ( i . e .  the estimation problem) and testing for adequacy of f i t  
( i . e .  the diagnostic checking problem) w ill  be discussed la te r  in this  
chapter.
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The ARIMA models can be extended to include processes in which 
current seasonal patterns with a known period occur. Parsimony can 
frequently be achieved by using m ultip lica tive  models of the form
y B ) 4>p(B)vdvj?xt  = eq(B)eg(Bs)at . . .  2.9
S s
where $p(B) and ©q(B ) are polynomials of degree P and Q respectively 
and vs indicates the difference operator
V t  = O -  eS) xt  = xt  -  xt-s
is applied D times. The polynomials <f>(B) and e(B) and the difference
operator have been defined in equation ( 2 . 6 ).
Selecting a model from the general class of ARIMA models (2 .6 ) is
the objective of the id en tific a tio n  stage of the investigation. The
principal tools used in id e n tifica tio n  are the autocorrelation function
and the partia l autocorrelation function. Since these functions ex ist
only fo r stationary series, i t  is necessary to manipulate the orig inal
time series un til i t  can be assumed to be stationary. This can usually
be accomplished by differencing the series an appropriate number of times.
Generally, i f  is re la tiv e ly  constant, non-stationarity is suspected.
In practice, fa ilu re  o f an estimate of p to die out suggests that i t
K
may be profitab le  to tre a t the underlying stochastic process as stationary  
in vxt  or some higher difference.
I f  the autocorrelation function for various stationary processes is  
known, an appropriate model can be ten ta tive ly  selected by differencing  
the orig inal series un til stationary and then comparing the observed 
behavior of the estimated (sample) autocorrelation function with the
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theoretical values. The autocorrelation function w i l l ,  in general, 
depend on the parameter vectors e_ and ±  . In fa c t, in i t ia l  estimates 
of these quantities can be obtained by equating the appropriate second 
moments.
For example, the ARIMA (0 ,1 ,1 ) process has the autocorrelation  
function
p„ = —------9 K = 1 2.10
K 1 + 0
P K = 0 K > 1
where -1 < 0 < 1. I f  r ,  is an estimate of p^, then an in i t ia l  estimate 
0 of 0 is obtained by solving the equation
A
r , = - —- a- 2 . 1 1
1 1 +
and choosing the root with modules less than one. Although estimates 
obtained in th is way are not e f f ic ie n t , they are useful as starting  
values for procedures which y ie ld  e f f ic ie n t estimates.
The estimator of usually used is the "minimum mean square error" 
estimator advocated by Jenkins and Watts [24 ]. The sample autocorre­
lation  is  defined as
•jn-K
(xt  -  x) (x t+K '  x)
n
i A (xt - v
r K = n*—  ------------------------------   K = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  2 .12
't=l
where the numerator and denominator are the minimum mean square error
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estimators of the theoretical autocovariances of lag K and 0 respectively
and x = 1  (x , + . . .  + x ) is the sample mean, n 1 n r
Under the assumption that the sample autocorrelation function mimics 
the behavior of the autocorrelation function, fa ilu re  of the sample 
s ta t is t ic  to die out quickly is taken as an indication o f possible non- 
s ta tio n a rity . I f  th is is so, the sample autocorrelation function of 
the differenced series is computed. This procedure is continued u n til 
the estimated autocorrelations o f y^ = v°*xt  are e ffe c tiv e ly  zero a fte r  a 
moderate njmber o f lags. At th is point the sample autocorrelation  
hopefully has a pattern o f behavior indicated by the population auto­
correlation o f a member of the class of ARIMA models. This model is  
f i t te d  to the appropriately differenced series.
The second most useful tool in any attempt at model id e n tific a tio n
is the sample p a rtia l autocorrelation function. The p a rtia l autocorre­
la tion  o f order K fo r any stochastic process is defined as ^  given 
by solving the set o f simultaneous lin ear equations in NJ
K
 ̂X  ̂Kj P i — j   ̂ 2.13
0 1
The f i r s t  K equations of th is system are then solved fo r and 
the resulting <j>„„ denoted as the p a rtia l autocorrelation of order K.
For an autoregressive process o f order P, <f>pp = <f>p, and, fo r such
process, the p a rtia l autocorrelations of order greater than P w ill 
c learly  a l l  be zero. An obvious estimate o f the p a rtia l autocorrelations 
is  obtained by substitu ting the sample autocorrelations r^ for in
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(2 .13) and solving the resulting equations. Thus the sample p artia l
A
autocorrelation of order K is <f>̂  given as the las t element (K) in 
the vector solution of the set of equations
K „
r , = I  * r .  . 1= 1 ,2 ,.. .K  2.14
1 j= l Kj 1_J
A computationally e ff ic ie n t algorithm due to Durbin, which works well i f  
<j>(B) = 0 does not have a root near the unit c irc le , fo r obtaining the 
sample p a rtia l autocorrelations is given in Box & Jenkins [4 ] .
Assume now that has been differenced a s u ffic ie n t number of times 
to produce the stationary process Y = (1 -  The following
summarizes-the behavior of the major subclasses of the ARIMA models:
i )  I f  Yt  is an autoregressive process of order P, i . e . ,  q=0, its  
autocorrelations w ill die out according to the difference equation
P
Pv = I ^Pi/ a fo r a ll K > 0 ̂ j _ 1  J N-J
that is ,  according to a mixture of damped and/or sine waves, 
and its  partia l autocorrelations w ill obey
K̂K =  ̂ ^or K > p
i i )  I f  Y  ̂ is a moving average process of order q, i . e . ,  p=0, its
autocorrelations w ill obey 
-  0 fo r a ll  K > q 
and its  partia l autocorrelations w ill die out, though not 
according to any c learly  recognizable pattern.
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i i i )  I f  Yt  is a mixed autoregressive moving average process o f order 
(p,q) with p,q f  0  its  correlations w ill die out according to
P, = I  <J>-p̂  fo r a ll K > q 
K j = ]  J K-J
and its  partia l autocorrelations w ill also die out, though 
again not according to any c learly  recognizable pattern.
The above three characteristics of members of the class of ARIMA 
models can be employed to id en tify  an appropriate model for suitably  
differenced series.
Estimation: Here the least squares crite rio n  plays a v ita l ro le ,
but our model is ,  in general, no longer lin ear in the parameters. I t  is  
further d iffe ren t from an OLS model in that we do not estimate coefficients  
of exogenous or predetermined variables, but rather seek coefficients  
vectors and e_ in 2 . 6  such that when these coefficients are employed 
in the model selected in the id en tifica tio n  procedure we have a "best" 
model in the least square sense.
Remembering our requirement that the roots of e( B) and <j>(B) l ie  
outside the unit c irc le , we may w rite  equation ( 2 . 6 ) as
at  = eq1(S)4>p(B)v dxt  2 .15
= f (JL»x)
where = (£ ,e ) '  is the ( p+q)xl vector used to designate a ll the unknown
parameters. Best estimates of £  and Q_ in the least squares sense are
n 2
those which minimize the sum of squared "error" £ a. . I f  the d is trib u ­
t e  z
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tion of a^'s is normal, the least squares estimates are to a close
approximation, the maximum likelihood estimates. The likelihood function
n 2
actually involves a term other than Y a which is a function o f
4 . - 1  t
the parameters but its  influence is small. Very often a^ is non-linear 
in the parameters 3_. That is , 3a^/33.j is not independent of a ll o f
case, estimates of the parameters can be found using non-linear least 
squares.
As a part o f the id en tific a tio n  procedure, in i t ia l  rough estimates 
are usually obtained for the coefficients of the chosen model using 
second moments methods.
Denote these estimates 3  ̂ = “ ’ ^p+g ô  ancl consi^er the
Taylor expansion of a^ as a function of 3_ about the point 3. = 3<). 
Ignoring terms o f order higher than the f i r s t  gives, with a^Q -  ffB ^ X )
The relationship (2.17) is now lin ear in the parameters y .  = 3  ̂
and has a form which is easily  adapted to existing non-linear estimation 
computer programs.
For ARIMA models the derivatives, 3at/93.» can be calculated 
e x p lic it ly ;  however, numerical estimates o f the derivatives are generally





more convenient. A provision for calculating derivatives is present 
in most non-linear estimation programs and these programs usually include 
a b u ilt - in  capab ility  to cope, a t least p a r t ia lly , with convergence 
d if f ic u lt ie s .
The procedure ju s t described is by no means wholly satisfactory  
since the ite ra tions may converge very slowly or not at a ll  in occasions. 
Many nonlinear regression routines in current use are refinements of a 
procedure proposed by Marquardt which is essentia lly  a compromise between 
the above lin eariza tion  technique and the method o f "steepest descent". 
Marquardt has found that there are d is tin c t advantages in arranging 
that the in i t ia l  ite ra tions be based p rin c ipa lly  on steepest descent 
and be constrained so that changes which are made in the parameters are 
not too large. His method then allows for a larger and larger component 
of the Gauss ite ra tio n  to be amalgamated as the calculation proceeds.
Diagnostic checking: Diagnostic checking is concerned with testing
the adequacy of the ARIMA model and indicating what might be wrong i f  
inadequacies ex is t.
One approach is to de liberate ly  overparameterize the model in the 
direction of feared inadequacy and test to see i f  s ig n ifican t reduction 
in the residual sum of squares has been achieved.
Overparametrization can be an e ffec tive  technique i f  used with 
caution. I t  the parameters are being estimated by a non-linear least- 
squares procedure, convergence d if f ic u lt ie s  can resu lt because of the 
"trade-off" between the autoregressive and moving average polynomials.
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For example, the ARIMA (1 ,1 ,0 ) model
( l - 4»1B)vxt  = at  2.18
is identical to the ARIMA (2 ,1 ,1 ) model
( l - i K B - ^ B  ) v x t  = ( l - e - j B j a .  2 . 1 9
wi th
( l - f - r / l  = ( l - e 1B ) ( l - * 1B ) .
Thus, i f  the model (2.18) were adequate, overparametrization in the form 
o f (2 .19) w ill lead to illcond ition ing  and convergence d if f ic u lt ie s .
Other tests of model adequacy are based upon detecting departures
from randomness among the residuals. This is sensible since the general 
ARIMA, model (2 .6 ) ,  implies that i f  the process were f it te d  using the 
true parameter values the resulting errors would be random deviates. 
Consequently, on the assumption o f model adequacy the a^'s calculated 
with the least squares estimates o f the parameters <f>_ and e_ would have 
properties s im ilar to independent random deviates. Any other behavior 
would indicate model inadequacy.
a
Let a^, t  = l , 2 , . . . , n ,  be the values of atQ a t convergence. A simple 
tes t of model adequacy is then to examine the sample autocorrelation
A
function of the residuals a^. I f  the sample autocorrelations are e ffe c tiv e ­
ly  zero when compared with standard error lim its , the hypothesis of the 
model adequacy remains tenable.
Box and Pierce [5 ] have been able to derive the variance covariance
A
matrix for a l l  of the sample autocorrelations of a^. Their work indicates 
that the standard errors of these estimated autocorrelations depend
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heavily on the parameters in the entertained model fo r small lags and 
can be substantially  less than those associated with larger lags. They 
also provided an overall tes t on the autocorrelations o f the estimated 
residuals, which although not a very powerful tool for detecting specific  
departures from white noise behavior, can indicate whether these values 
are generally too high. The procedure is to compare
M 9 A
Q = n I r£ (a)  2.20
K=1 K
with tabulated values of the chi-squared s ta t is t ic  for M-p-q degrees 
of freedom, the hypothesis of white noise behavior in the residuals 
being rejected at high values of Q. The test re lies  for its  v a lid ity  
on M being large (generally, a t least equal to 20).
A test used to detect departure from randomness of a periodic 
nature is the periodogram test proposed by Jenkins and Watts [24].
The necessity fo r such a tes t can arise , for example, i f  a fte r  f i t t in g  
a model containing seasonal varia tio n , the inadequacy o f the model is 
reflected  by periodic effects in the residuals. Periodicity is most 
easily  detected in the frequency domain. The Jenkins-Watts test makes 
use o f the lin e a r ity  property o f the integrated spectrum of a white 
noise process.
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CHAPTER THREE: ECONOMETRIC MODELS, MULTIPLE TIME SERIES AND EXTENSIONS
OF THE BOX-JENKINS TECHNIQUES
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ECONOMETRIC MODELS, MULTIPLE TIME SERIES AND EXTENSIONS OF THE BOX-JENKINS
TECHNIQUES
Econometric Models
The general linear dynamic model of g stochastically dependent
equations, re la ting  g endogenous ( jo in t ly  dependent, output) variables
Xj. to K endogenous (input) variables X.t  and a vector of error terms Û
is  w ritten in structural form as
A(B)Yt  + r(B)Xt  = Ut  3.1
where A(B) and r(B) are gxg and gxk matrices of polynomials in the lag
operator B, v iz .
A(B) = A + AjB + . . .  + Ar Br
r(B) = r + i^B + . . .  + r $Bs
and is subject to some normalization rule such as A . .  = 1, i = l , . . . g .  o w on  3
The disturbance vector is a stationary process with zero mean, and 
the exogenous variables sa tis fy  E fX ^ U ^ ) = f ° r  a ll t  and a.
The model is assumed to be stable with |A(Z)| = det £ A.ZJ having a ll
J
zeroes outside the unit c irc le . Since A f  I ,  there is ,  in engineering 
terms, "instantaneous coupling" between outputs, and i t  is  upon the 
simultaneous determination of the endogenous variables that the 
economist's attention is concentrated. The apparent generality of the 
representation (3 .1 ) is  in practice considerably restric ted  by appealing 
to economic theory which suggests, for a particu lar equation (representing 
a particu lar economic agent's behavior), what variables should be 
included and by implication what variables excluded: the coeffic ient
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matrices are typ ica lly  rather sparse. However, economic theory
generally has l i t t l e  to say about the dynamics o f the relationships,
and the specification of the detailed structure of a given polynomial
co effic ien t a. .(B) and is usually data-based in a very rudimentary
* J * J
fashion.
Solving the system to express current endogenous variable in terms 
of lagged endogenous and exogenous variables (together known as 
"predetermined" variables) produces the REDUCED FORM:
I t  " - + " •  + \ I t - r  + r <B> V  + Ao V  3 - 2
This provides equations which summarize the e ffe c t of the in te r ­
action between variables on each separate endogenous variable. These 
equations are used in forecasting and policy analysis. Usually 
A~^r f  0 , so that the system would be termed "improper" by control 
engineers. There is instantaneous coupling between input and outputs, 
or nonzero impact m ultip lie rs .
The FINAL form of the model is obtained by solving (3 .1 ) to obtain 
Yt  = -  A(B)_1r(B)Xt  + A(B)_1Ut  3.3
These equations express each output variable as an in f in ite  distributed  
lag function of exogenous variables, together with an error term comprising 
moving averages of the orig inal disturbances. The coefficients in the 
expansion of A(B)~^r(B) provide dynamic m u ltip lie rs , describing the 
response of Y.. to a unit shock in X. . 0 .
1 W J )
In empirical work the in f in ite  d istributed lag model would generally 
be replaced by a rational approximation, but in the present context an
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e x p lic it  expression is obtained by w riting A(B)“  ̂ = a (B )/|A (B )|, where 
a(B) is the adjoint matrix of A(B) then (3 .3 ) becomes
i t  = - f + 3 - 4
giving a set of m ultiple-input "transfer function" or "rational d is t r i ­
buted lag" equations, with the special characteristic that the denominator 
polynomials are the same ( i )  fo r every input variable and error term at 
( i i )  in every equation, assuming that no cancellation of common factors 
occur.
M ultiplying through, we obtain
|A(B)|Yt  = -  a(B)r(B)Xt  = a(B)Ut  3.5
whereas the reduced form (3 .2 ) can be regarded as a special case of the 
general model (3 .1 ) in which the matrix of coefficients of the current 
endogenous variables is the unit m atrix, the representation (3 .5 ) is 
a dynamic generalization in which the polynomial coeffic ien t matrix of 
the endogenous variables is a scalar (polynomial) multiple of the unit 
matrix.
I t  is in teresting to notice that the autoregressive coefficients  
are the same for each endogenous variable.
The common autoregressive operator is no longer a feature i f  there 
is any causal ordering of variables or recursive element in the model, 
for this results in cancellation o f factors across equations.
I f  that is the case one can properly reorder the variables such that 
A(B) becomes block-triangular so that the model (3 .1 ) can be w ritten
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“ - "1
An (B) 0 l i t +
r-|(B)
K  =




Thus there is  no feedback from g2 elements o f subvector to the 
variables in Y ^ g ^ g ^ g ) .  Then |A(B)| = |A ^ (B ) | |A2 2 (B ) | , and |A2 2 (B )| 
is  a common factor in the g-j f in a l equations. On cancellation , ( 3.5 ) 
in  th is case becomes
lA1 l ( B)|X I gi













where C(B) and D(B) are defined in terms o f appropriate submatrices of 
A(B) and r(B ) and th e ir  ad jo in ts , and a ^ (B ) = a d jA ^ (B ). Thus the 
f i r s t  set o f equations has a simpler autoregressive operator, which 
appears as a factor in the corresponding polynomial of the second se t, 
but which does not cancel across the second set of equations.
M ultip le  time series representation of econometric models
I f  the exogenous variables o f econometric model (3 .1 ) have ARIMA 
representations of the Box Jenkins form then, as Ze llner and Palm [65] 
point out, the structura l form (3 .1 ) can be regarded as a specification  





0 ( 8 ) ^
1 L 
.. C ( B ) £ j
3.10
The f i r s t  block of th is  equation describes the generation of the x- 
variables, and the second block gives the structural form (3 .1 ) . ( I t  
is assumed that i f  in (3 .1 ) has an ARIMA representation, then the 
autoregressive operator has been m ultip lied through and incorporated 
in A(B) and r(B) as used in (3 .1 0 ).
The block trian gu lar form o f (3 .1 0 ), together with the assumption 
that the white noise processes rj  ̂ and are uncorrelated for a ll t  and
ensures that the x-variables can be treated as exogenous in the
structural form (3 .1 ) .
On diagonalizing (3 .1 0 ), a set of " fin a l equations" is  obtained, 
comprising an ARIMA equation fo r each variable of the model. I t  is thus
natural to in te rp re t a time series equation o f the ARIMA type f it te d
to an endogenous variable of an econometric model as a f in a l equation 
of that model. Again, i f  the model contains no recursive element, the 
autoregressive operator w il l  be common to a l l  endogenous variables, and 
the disturbances w ill  be autocorrelated. On this in terpreta tion  one 
would expect a correctly  specified econometric model, with i ts  e x p lic it  
representation o f various in terre lationships and re s tric tio n s , to perform 
better than the univariate time series model. In forecast comparisons 
the p a rticu la r features of a common autoregressive operator and cross­
correlated disturbances have not been employed in estimating the uni­
variate models, placing them under a s ta t is t ic a l handicap. Any outper­
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forming of the econometric models by univariate methods would suggest 
that the econometric models are defic ien t in th e ir  dynamic and stochastic 
specification .
As we look back over the 1960's, i t  would not be inappropriate to 
label the 1960's "The Age of the Large-Scale Econometric Model" with 
the advent of Brookings, FRB-MIT, OBE, and Wharton Econometric models 
o f the economy of the United States, the name of the game was "How many 
equations are there in your model?" Some in i t ia l  success in forecasting 
the behavior o f the U.S. economy with th e ir big models generated a 
s p ir i t  o f optimism on the part o f econometricians. But as the 1960's 
drew to a close, some econometricians were beginning to express some 
doubts about the predictive capab ilities  of the large-scale models.
When 1969 ro lled  around, what had been a decade of extreme optimism on 
the part of econometric model builders was soon to end in the form of a 
complete disaster. The point was made quite d is tin c tly  in an a r tic le  in 
BUSINESS WEEK en titled  "Bad Year fo r Econometrics", which concluded that 
"Poor forecasts have brought once h igh-fly ing  econometricians back to 
earth ." Reflecting on the results of 1969 forecasts by the large-scale  
econometric models, Liebing and Russel put i t  this way: " I f  the past
year's experience is symbolic or portentous, we had better look c r it ic a lly  
at Econometric model forecasts." [34]
But even stronger implications emerge fo r consideration. During 
periods of unusual events such as developed over 1968-1969 when in f la ­
tionary expectations were apparently important in many decision processes,
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a ll the large-scale econometric models at a ll applicable or useful tend 
to be in e rro r, because equations are h isto rical in nature. Perhaps 
a fundamental d if f ic u lty  is that the equations do not easily capture 
the s p ir i t  o f in fla t io n . At the very least, some e ffo r t  must be made 
with respect to determining whether, inherently, econometric models are 
useful during periods of rapidly changing circumstances.
A massive study was carried out by Cooper [19] where he examined 
seven (previously specified) quarterly models of the United States 
economy. Each model was f i t te d  to a sample of 48 quarterly observations, 
beginning the f i r s t  quarter of 1949. In addition, fo r the endogenous 
variables of in te res t, a univariate autoregressive model was estimated 
over the same sample period, the order of the autoregressive scheme 
being determined in each case by the scheme with smallest residual 
variance, but with an arb itra ry  c u t-o ff point of eight quarters. The 
"naive" forecasts obtained from the autoregressive models were compared 
with forecasts derived from the seven econometric models over a postsample 
period of twenty quarters, beginning the f i r s t  quarter of 1961. Only 
one quarter ahead forecasts were considered. For a group of over 33 
macroeconomic time series, the naive univariate time series procedure 
outperformed a ll the econometric models on the majority of occasions.
Nayler e t al [34] compared forecasts from the Wharton Econometric 
model to those obtained using Box Jenkins techniques.
The authors concluded that the Box-Jenkins results were s ig n ifican tly  
bette r in a ll cases, and except fo r one variable they provide better
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forecasts by a factor of almost two to one.
Nelson [35] also compared forecasts from the FRB-MIT-PENN quarterly  
model and those derived from univariate Box-Jenkins models. He found 
that Box-Jenkins outperformed the model fo r 9 of the 14 series considered.
But over the sample period, the econometric model outperformed the Box- 
Jenkins on 12 out of 14 series.
An example o f conflic ting  results is a study by Christ [9 ] where 
he reported comparisons in which ARIMA forecasts "are uniformly the 
poorest". Prothero and Wallis [64] performed an empirical study based on 
an eight equation dynamic model of aggregate demand in the United Kingdom, 
constructed by Hendry. They concluded th at, overall the econometric approach, 
which makes interrelationships between the variables quite e x p lic it ,  pro­
vides a b e tte r - f it t in g  representation than the univariate time series 
approach, in which certain interrelationships are im p lic it, but in general 
interrelatedness is ignored in estimation. They also indicated that to 
take account of the specific interdependence of economic variables, 
whether or not those variables can be ind ividually  represented as ARIMA 
processes, provides a more fru it fu l approach to model building.
Causality and Feedback
Many of the prior restric tions placed on the models to achieve 
econometric id e n tifica tio n  re la te  to the question of whether there is 
unidirectional causality or feedback between pairs of variables. I t  has
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long been recognized that high correlation among variates does not in 
any necessary sense establish that they are causally related. Variables 
may be functionally related yet uncorrelated; and more often, they may 
be correlated yet not causally related. The former e ffe c t arises because 
correlation is a measure o f lin ea r association only; the la t te r  because 
of common association of both with a th ird  factor.
However, i f  the system or universe is e n tire ly  lin e a r , and i f  one 
id e n tified  a ll the influences or variables w ithin that system, then i t  
could be more fa ir ly  said that correlation between two variables (p a rtia l 
correlation) implies causation. But there s t i l l  remain questions such 
as whether two variables are causally re lated , and which is causing 
which.
Granger [19] has indicated that in giving a structure to a group 
of economic variables one should apply the following two values, that 
seem to be fa ir ly  generally acceptable:
i )  The future cannot cause the past. S tr ic t causality can occur 
only with the past causing the present or future.
i i )  I t  is  sensible to discuss causality only fo r a group o f stochastic 
processes. I t  is not possible to detect causality between two 
determ inistic processes.
Granger's de fin ition  of causality is as follows:
Let P(A|B) denote the conditional d istribution  function of A given B, 
le t  represent a ll the information in the universe at time t ,  and ask 
does the series Xt  cause the series Y ?̂ Then i f
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where -  Xt  is a ll  the information in the universe apart from X̂ .,
Xt  does not cause Y^. The above rules postulate that instantaneous 
causality is impossible, so that there must be a time delay between a 
cause and e ffe c t.
Unfortunately, data lim ita tions may make instantaneous causality  
(IC ) appear lik e ly . I f  the true delay between cause and e ffe c t is  one 
day but i f  our stochastic processes are only observed monthly, IC w ill 
seem to occur. A de fin ition  of IC between X̂  and would be: i f
P( Yt + l^ t + l  '  Yt+ 1  ̂  ̂ P( Yt + l ^ t  " Yy+1 ” Xt+ 1  ̂ 3 , 1 2
then there is IC between Xt+  ̂ and Yt+^.
Feedback w ill occur i f  there is  a pure (non IC) causality between 
Xt  and and also between Ŷ  and X .̂ However, i t  is not possible, in 
general, to d iffe re n tia te  between instantaneous causality , in e ith er  
d irection , and between instantaneous feedback. D ifferen tia tio n  is 
possible only i f  one adds some extra structure, such as "I know that Ŷ  
cannot cause Xt ". As Granger [19] has indicated, this de fin ition  as i t  
stands is fa r too general to be testable. I t  is possible to reach a 
testable de fin ition  only by imposing considerable s im plification  and 
p articu lariza tio n  to th is d e fin itio n .
Rather than dealing with a l l  o f the information in the universe, a 
plausible set of observed series, or information set 1^, w ill have to be 
used. I t  w ill always be possible to obtain spurious causality between 
two variables because a th ird  variab le , causal to both, has been le f t  out
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of 1^. Thus we should properly speak of "causality with respect to the 
particu lar 1  ̂ used".
I t  is also impractical to hope to deal with conditional d istribu tion  
functions when given a f in ite  amount of data, without making a specific  
assumption about the form of m ultivariate d istribu tion  involved. However
i t  is rare to have precise information about th is d istribution and an
v
assumption of normality, for example, is not generally acceptable. An
alternative  route is to use a summary s ta t is t ic  instead of the whole
conditional d is trib u tio n , an example being the conditional mean. I f
th is route is taken, then the above represent the optional prediction
o f  Yt+ -j using the information in 1^, with consequent error
et  = ^t+1 " anc* error variance. (7^ (1 ) = var(e^( I ) ) .  I f  1̂ . -
represent the information set apart from the series X^, then i t  can be
2 2said that X̂  causes with respect to I t  i f  at ( I-X ) > ( I ) .  In the
stationary case, the variances w ill be independent of time and can be 
estimated. One further problem s t i l l  remains, and that is the form of 
the prediction used. One is usually forced to consider a specific  
form fo r the prediction, and that most used, due to s im p lic ity , is the 
lin ear form. I f  one makes a ll of these s im plifica tions, one ends up 
with " lin e a r, least squares causality with respect to the information 
set Ij.."
Causality detection: Ad hoc f i l te r in g  methods. Given data
{(x . , y . ) ,  1 <. t  <_ n }, which may be the result of a transformation on
V v
the actual non-stationary data {X^Y^.}, how may causality events be
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tested fo r empirically?
We shall review several procedures for doing this which have 
recently been advocated, in some cases e x p lic it ly  as causality detection 
procedures and in others as part of time series modelling procedures 
which only im p lic itly  embody the concept of causality we are employing.
We begin with a regression procedure, due to Sims [48] , in which the 
data are transformed by a common f i l t e r ,  the purpose o f which is to 
remove seria l correlation in the residuals of a two sided regression 
of y on x. The f i l t e r  is specified a p rio ri rather than from an empirical 
investigation of the data a t hand (hence the word "ad hoc"), although 
subsequent seria l correlation tests are generally conducted on the 
regression residuals.
The basis of this procedure is that Y does not cause X i f  and only 
i f ,  in the unconstrained projection of y, on x , - *  < s < » , only
V S
present and past x enter the re la tio n . The tests for causality may 
be b r ie f ly  summarized as follows.
Consider a model connecting X  ̂and Yt  and contain the noise
of the form Yt  = V(B)Xt  + Nt . . .  . 3.13
The operator V(B) is truncated at values -N and M, s u ffic ie n tly  large 
to include any expected non-negligibly non-zero coefficients and ordinary 
least squares estimates of V. are computed, a fte r  f i l te r in g  the data.
J
A prechosen f i l t e r  P(B) is applied both to x and y , producing the 
re la tion
y£ = V(B)X* + N* 3.14
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where the asterisks denote transformed (f i l te re d )  variables. Sims 
u tiliz e s  in most cases the f i l t e r  P(B) = (1-.75B) , in the expectation 
that seria l correlation in the disturbance N̂. w ill  thereby be reduced. 
However i f  serial correlation remains in the f i l te re d  residuals N*
A
problems can occur since, while the least-squares estimates V. w ill  be
J
consistent, bias occur in the estimates of th e ir  variances. Very
often th is bias is downward, producing in fla ted  t -  and F s ta tis tic s
2and R values.
One thus suspects that in the application of this procedure, in 
those cases where the prechosen f i l t e r  leaves substantial seria l 
correlation in the f i l te re d  series, i t  is possible that the causality  
may be believed to have been found where i t  does not ex is t.
Causality detection via cross-correlating univariate residual series 
Haugh [21] developed an approach to id e n tify  the degree and 
direction of association between two covariance stationary time series 
which immediately yields a causality detection procedure in the present 
framework. I t  is distinguished from the procedure of Sims by
i )  The use of cross correlation analysis rather than regression 
analysis on the f il te re d  data.
i i )  The use of separate f i l t e r s  on and y t  to ensure that each 
is very nearly prewhitened.
i i i )  The empirical determination of these f i l t e r s  from the particu lar  
time series realizations under study.
Suppose, in the context of Sims procedure discussed above, the
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2
prechosen f i l t e r  P(B), whether (1-.75B) or anything else, happened to 
correspond to x^-process, so that 
a t  = P(B)xt
is white noise, i f  z^ = P(B)yt , then, as noted by Box and Jenkins [4 ] ,  
the cross correlation at lag K is
(K) E^at-K zt^ ■/  ̂ -.rp ' ' = ----------- - ------- -o» < K < » 3.15az a oa z
is proportional to the lag distributed weight VK in the model 
y t  = V(B)xt  + Nt .
In particu lar
VK = ^ P az(K) 3.16
a
V
and V„ = 0, K < 0, i f  and only i f  p (K) = 0, K < 0, a condition which i\ az
is noted by Pierce [4 4 ], is equivalent to y not causing x.
Given data on a. and z . , 1 < t  < n, an estimate of p ( K) is
U t  aZ
r a z ^  at-K zt 7^ at  ^zt^  ̂ 3 , 1 7
so that from (3.16)
h  = ~ ra z ^  = ^at-KZt 7^at  3,18
aa
is the resulting estimate of V ,̂
For any test of hypothesis 
regression analysis, one can construct an asymtotically equivalent
V. = 0 , j  < 0, in (3.13) based on
J
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test based on cross-correlation analysis [16].
Whitening both Series:
In th is procedure, one examines the cross correlations {puy(K)J 
between the pa ir of whited series.
ut * ♦;1(B) V B)xt = F(B)xt 3-19
vt  = ♦y1 (B)ey (B)yt  = G(B)yt  3.20
The f i l te r s  F(B) and G(B) are estimated from the sample series
A
by employing Box-Jenkins methodology. One thereby estimates F(B) and
A A A
G(B) of the true whitening f i l te r s  and residuals ut  and v^, given by:
u = F(B)xt  3.21
vt  = G(B)yt  3.22
The causality analysis is carried out using the sample residual 
cross-correlati ons
A A
rK = = i ut-Kvt / [ i ut  ] 3 -23
And to detect whether there is in fact some sort of causality  





Q = n I rv used. 
K=-N
As i t  was indicated by Pierce [44] , fo r example, "x causes y" 
may be asserted at significance level a i f
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m « «
Q = I r (K) > x„(m) 3.24
K=1 “
where the rig h t hand side of (3 .24) is  the upper a-percentage point of
chi-square d istribution with m degrees of freedom. S im ilarly  hypothesis
that x and y are unrelated would be rejected at level a i f
m Ap p
n I  r  W  > x „  ( 2 m+l) . 
t=-m “
CHAPTER FOUR: THE EMPIRICAL STUDY
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THE EMPIRICAL STUDY
Part I :  The Univariate Models
In the f i r s t  part of this chapter, experience with building 
univariate time series models fo r variables under consideration is  
reported.
We started the investigation with a set of more than 50 o il 
industry and economic time series. In a preliminary investigation, a ll  
variables were subjected to a screening process and only those thought 
to be of importance were kept.
The fin a l l i s t  contained 11 variables, whose names are lis te d  
below:
1. Domestic crude o il production (in  1000 bbl/day) DCOP
2. Crude o il imports (in  1000 bbls/day) C0IM
3. Refinery acquisition cost of domestic petroleum ($ /bb l) AQCD
4. Refinery acquisition cost of imported crude o il AQCI
5. Imported to ta l refined petroleum products (in  1000
bbl/day)
6 . Exploratory o il wells d r ille d  (wells/month)
7. Domestic demand fo r to ta l refined products
EX0W
RPTM
(in  100 0  bbl/day)
8 . Whole sale price index for petroleum products
DDRP
(index numbers, year 1967=100)
9. Crude input to re fineries  (1000 bbl/day)





11. Total unemployment (in  percentage) UNEM
Data fo r variables 1 through 7 as well as those fo r variable 9
are as published in "Monthly Energy Review" [54]. Data fo r variables 
8 and 10 were obtained from "Producer Prices and Price Index" [53] and 
"Current Business Digest" [5 3 ], respectively. F inally  unemployment 
figures (variable 11) are as they appear monthly in"Employment and 
Earnings" [52]. Since one of the assumptions im p lic it in the use of
any data is th a t, i f  structural irre g u la r itie s  are not taken into
account, the data fo r the time horizon over which the model is con­
structed should be as homogeneous as possible. Looking at the U.S. 
o il data prior to 1973 indicates a d is tin c tly  d iffe re n t behavior than 
that observed subsequently.
For th is reason data covering the period of January, 1974 to 
October 1979 (70 observations) were used to establish the models.
This presents no problem of sample size because i t  is generally known 
that the Box-Jenkins method performs well fo r samples o f 50 observations 
or larger.
For each series the untransformed series were used. A visual 
inspection of series suggested that a logarithmic transformation was 
unnecessary. Power transformations are not only time consuming but 
also d i f f ic u lt  to in te rp re t in the context of in terre la ted  variables, 
being applied to each series separately [41], By avoiding such 
transformations, , one preserves the characteristics of each series 
which is  important in the second part of this empirical study, namely,
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the id e n tifica tio n  of causality patterns existing between variables.
Plosser [46] has pointed out some of the potential problems with 
the use of seasonally adjusted data. Wallis [63] showed how the use 
of adjusted and unadjusted data in the same model can lead to spurious 
dynamic relationships. He also believes that this is a common occurence 
since many economic time series are available in adjusted form, but 
some series are not adjusted at a l l .
I t  has also been shown [63] that o f f ic ia l adjustment procedures 
can be well approximated by a two sided and symmetric f i l t e r .  Hence, 
i f  the same f i l t e r  is applied to every series, the dynamic relationships 
among series are le f t  unchanged. Unfortunately, in practice a ll is 
not that simple. The f i l t e r  actually used in the adjustment process 
may vary from series to series. How large an influence these factors 
have is unknown.
Nevertheless, many have suggested that i f  one is conducting tests 
of "causality" or "exogenity" as suggested by Granger, Sims, or Pierce, 
one should be careful in drawing inferences based on o f f ic ia l seasonally 
adjusted data as spurious dynamic relationships including feedback 
can occur.
Some of the potential dangers associated with the o f f ic ia l seasonally 
adjusted figures are:
1. Occurence of spurious dynamic relationships including feedback.
2. Potential model m isspecification due to inappropriate adjustment.
3. Poor forecast performance.
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Considering a ll these factors, the seasonally unadjusted data 
were used for a ll series in th is study.
The id en tifica tio n  and estimation of the univariate models were 
performed using "A computer program for the analysis of time series 
models using the Box Jenkins Philosophy" developed at the Ohio State 
University by D. J. Pack [39],
On the other hand, the same basic program, s lig h tly  modified by 
the author, was used in the second part of this empirical study for 
checking causal patterns between various series.
The following is a b r ie f  discussion of the results of f i t t in g  
seasonal ARIMA models using the general approach outlined by Box and 
Jenkins. In each case, zt » denotes the undifferenced variab le , at  is  
the white noise erro r, and Q(f) denotes a test s ta t is t ic  of model 
adequacy, based on residual autocorrelations and tested as a chi-square 
variate with f  degrees of freedom [4 ],
To give an example o f the general procedure u tiliz e d  in building 
univariate models, the f i r s t  model b u ilt  is discussed in d e ta il,  
followed by a b r ie f summary of the remaining models.
1. Domestic crude o il production:
The sample autocorrelations of the undifferenced series die out 
slowly, suggesting nonstationary behavior. Looking at sample autocorre­
lations and p a rtia l autocorrelations of the orig inal series, one 
would be hard pressed to detect any seasonality.
However, the differenced series, (Wt  = (1-B )zt ) ,  has high auto-
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correlations at lags that are multiples of 1 2 , and these appear to be
dying out fa ir ly  quickly.
Accordingly, one was led to consider the model:
( l - B ) ( l - * 12B1 2 )Zt  = et  4.1
A fte r removing the "between years" seasonal correlations, the
"between months" remained. The pattern of the autocorrelations r  (K)
et
in p articu lar for K £  1 2 , is s im ilar to that which would be found from
an autoregressive model o f order P=l. That is one which has
( l- ( t1B)et  = afc 4.2
Putting (4 .1 ) and (4 .2 ) together, a modified model fo r the obser- 
vations on domestic crude o il production can be expressed as:
( l - B ) ( l - 4.1 B )(l-+ 1 2 B1 2 )Zt  = at  4 .3




The estimates are s ig n ifica n tly  d iffe ren t from zero at the 95 
percent lev e l. (The estimate is assumed to be normally d istribu ted , 
so a simple t - te s t  is  appropriate).
A l i s t  of f it te d  values, residuals, and actual values appear in
the computer output.
The model performs admirably in tracking the actual behavior of 
the series within the sample, as can be seen by looking at the computed 
residuals compared to the data values.
I t  can be seen by looking at the computer residuals, a^, that
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they exhib it no systematic pattern. The (mean) average o f the 
residuals is about 1 / 2 0  o f its  estimated standard e rro r, suggesting 
that a  ̂ has a zero mean. Consequently, equation (4 .3 ) is taken to 
be the appropriate model fo r the series Z^.
Both autocorrelations and p artia l autocorrelations of sample 
residuals are calculated and appear in the computer output. For each 
autocorrelation estimate, its  standard error is lis te d  under i t ,  while 
the standard error o f the p a rtia l autocorrelations are approximately 
constant (and equal to l / / n ,  where n is the e ffec tive  number of observa­
tio ns).
In the present instant none o f the 20 autocorrelations or partia l 
correlations are s ig n ifican tly  d iffe ren t from zero at the 0.95 le v e l.
An additional test fo r the adequacy of the model is that of Box 
and Pierce [5 ] ,  which appears in the computer output, calculated 
according to:
K 2
Q (f) = r \ i r (K)
K=1
This s ta t is t ic  is approximately d istributed as chi-square with f  degrees 
of freedom, where f  is equal to K minus the number of parameters 
estimated. In the model being considered here we use K = 20 and the 
computed value of the Q -s ta tis tic  is Q(18) = 18.25. The number of 
degrees of freedom is 2 less than the number o f autocorrelations used 
in computing the s ta t is t ic ,  since two parameters ( ^  and <f» )̂ were 
estimated.
From a chi-square tab le , the 10 percent point fo r 18 degrees of
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freedom is approximately 26.0, and the 5 percent is 28.9. Since the
computed Q is less than both o f these values, the hypothesis that
residuals are white ( i . e .  random) cannot be rejected. The evidence
then supports the contention that the model is correctly specified.
The ARIMA model in (4 .3 ) re flects  basic features of the domestic
crude o il production series. The difference operator (1-B) is an
indication of the nonstationarity in the sense that the series moves
free ly  without a f f in ity  for a p articu la r location. On the other
hand, th is nonstationarity seems to be of the "homogeneous" type, i .e .
the behavior of the series at d iffe re n t periods in time is essentia lly
the same. The f i r s t  order autoregressive operator, (l-<jyB), asserts
a strong relationship between observations in successive months.
12F in a lly , the seasonal autoregressive operator, ( W ^  )» expresses
the fact that observations of the same month in d iffe ren t years are 
a lik e . In other words, observations 12 periods apart are correlated. 
I t  is worth mentioning here that the model represented in (4 .3 ) can be 
w ritten in the form
Zt  '  + lZt - l  '  *12Zt-12 + <h 'h 2 Zt-13 = at
1 ,e ‘ Zt  ‘  * l Zt - l  ’  <f’l2 Zt-12 ‘  *13Zt-13  = 3t
which of course, can be regarded as a special case of the general
ARIMA model (2 .6 ) of chapter 2. The m u ltip lica tive  form on the le f t
of (4 .3 ) is preferred since i t  emphasizes the two d is tin c t types of
dependence, the yearly as well as the monthly one.
Appendices A l. through A4.2 show the computer output for the
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id en tifica tio n  procedure for th is model. In addition we include the 
estimation results in Appendices Bl. through B5.1.
2 . Crude Oil Imports:
A noticable feature in this series was the high autocorrelation at*
lag 4. One differencing was necessary due to nonstationarity behavior 
observed in the sample autocorrelation function.
The most lik e ly  specification fo r this series, as id en tified  by 
sample autocorrelations and p artia l autocorrelations is the model:
( l-B )(1 -+ 1B)Zt  = ( l - e 4 B4 )a t  4.4
The estimated parameters are:
4>1 = -.15984 
04 = 0.22205.
The Q -s ta tis tic  is Q(18) = 3.95.
3. Refiner acquisition cost o f domestic petroleum:
In th is case one differencing was not enough to render the series 
stationary, and a second differencing was applied to the f i r s t  differenced 
series. The sample autocorrelations and partia l autocorrelations of 
the resulting resembled that of ARIMA (1 ,0 ,1 ) ,  consequently the model: 
( l -B )2 ( l - * 1B)Zt  = ( l - e 1B)at  (4 .5 )
was carried forward fo r estimation giving the results:
<j>1 = .034299 
e4 = .64794 
and a Q -s ta tis tic  Q(18) = 13.66.
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4. Refiner acquisition cost of imported petroleum:
The sample autocorrelations of the orig inal series exh ib it typical 
nonstationarity behavior, suggesting that differencing is required.
The autocorrelations and p artia l autocorrelations of the series (l-B)Z^. 
approximates those of a f i r s t  order autoregressive model indicating  
that a ten ta tive  model fo r this series should be of the form:
( l - B ) ( l - * 1B)Zt -  ay 4.6
The parameter was estimated and resulted in:
<j>1 = 0.7 3310 
and a Q -s ta tis tic  Q(19) = 12.30.
5. Imports of to ta l refined products:
Both yearly and quarterly seasonal components were o rig in a lly  
id en tified  in the f i r s t  differenced series (1-BjZ^. A consistent 
decline in the to ta l refined products is reflected in a need fo r an 
overall parameter constant, 0Q.
The orig inal model entertained for this series was o f the form: 
( l-B )0 -4 ,3 B3 ) ( l - , f 12B1 2 )Zt  = at  + 6Q 4.7
But careful examination o f the resulting residuals indicated a high 
correlation at lag K = 4 (a 4 month component) and a moving average 
seasonal component of order 4 was thrown in the model. Upon reestimation, 
that component proved to be fa ir ly  s ign ifican t and the fin a l model 
estimated was of the general form:
( l - B ) ( l - 4>3 B3 ) ( l - 4,1 2 B1 2 )Zt  = ( l - e 4 B4 )at  + eQ 4.8
where, from estimation results:
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<t>3 = -.29334 
<j>12 = .40547 
e4  = .098789 
eQ = -13.326 
,and a Q s ta t is t ic  Q(16) = 10.28.
6 . Exploratory 011 wells d r ille d :
The sample autocorrelations of the undifferenced series die out 
slowly a t high lags, suggesting nonstationarity. In passing, i t  is 
worth mentioning that th is series provides an excellent illu s tra tio n  
of the d if f ic u lt ie s  that might be encountered in the Box-Jenkins 
id e n tific a tio n  procedure.
The id en tific a tio n  of the series proved to be a perplexing task 
because the autocorrelation function was susceptible to confusing 
distortion of 3 seasonal components, one o f which is nonstationary.
The differencing operator (1-B)(1-B ) was the most appropriate 
to achieve s ta tio n a rity . In addition to a second order autoregressive 
operator, a seasonal component o f 4 months was detected. The moving 
average component of the series proved to be of 9 month period in 
addition to a quarterly component.
The author had more d if f ic u lty  in identify ing  a model that f i ts  
th is  series than any of the others.
i
In fact I came close to the b e lie f that"the id en tifica tio n  stage of 
the Box-Jenkins procedure can give rise  to d if f ic u lt ie s . In p a rticu lar, 
the order id e n tifica tio n  of a mixed ARIMA model by observing the
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behavior of autocorrelation and partia l autocorrelation is d i f f ic u lt  
and impractical" [ 8 ] ,
A fter quite a few cycles of id e n tific a tio n , estimation, and diagnostic 
checks, a model fo r the exploratory o il wells d r ille d  was arrived at 
and i t  had the form:
(1 -B )(l-B 3 ) ( l - 4l lB-*2 B2 ) ( l - * 4 B4 )Zt  = ( l - e 3B3 ) ( l - e 9 B9 )at  4.9  
The estimated parameters turned out to be:
= -.57566 
<j>2 = -.031407 
= .31884 
0 3 = .91286
and a Q -s ta tis tic  Q(15) = 7.80.
Domestic demand for to ta l refined products:
The need fo r both differencing and a yearly seasonal component was 
clear-cut in th is series. In fact a f i r s t  step was to f i t  the model: 
( l - B ) ( l - ^ B ) ( l ^ 1 2 B1 2 )Zt  = et  4.10
But a tabulation and p lotting  of the autocorrelations r0 (K ), showed 
evidence of a cyclical component that seemed to have a period o f 4 months.
Accordingly the model was modified to reduce the high autocorre­
la tion  a t lag 4 and, not surpris ing ly, the corresponding parameter 
proved to be highly s ig n ifican t giving rise to a model that can be 
w ritten as:
(l-B )(l-< t,1B ) ( l - 4>12B1 2 )At  = ( l - e 4 B4 )at  4.11
values o f the parameter were estimated to be:
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<j>1 = -.32328
<J>12 = 0.85460 
e4  = 0.41843 
and a Q s ta tis t ic  Q(17) = 10.59.
Whole sale price index for petroleum products:
The f i r s t  differenced series autocorrelations and p artia l auto­
correlations were very close to those characterizing a second order 
autoregressive model, and one was led to consider f i t t in g  the model:
(l-B )(l-« t,1B-<t>2 B2 )Zt  = et  4.12
The residuals from th is model proved to have high autocorrelations at 
lags that are multiples o f 3. A moving average seasonal component of 3 
month fa ile d  to reduce these high autocorrelations and one was tempted 
to consider a seasonal moving average operator o f higher order, say
o  C Q
th ird , of the form ( 1 - 6 3 6  -  ê B - e^B .)  Fortunately that idea worked 
but both and proved to be in s ign ifican t and were la te r  dropped 
from the model. The fin a l resulting model had the form:
(l-B )(l-< t.1B-<fr2 B2 )Zt  = ( l - e 9 B9 )at  4.15
with parameter values:
^  = 1.15570 
<j>2 = -  • 18887 
Gg = .55130 
and a Q -s ta tis tic  Q(17) = 9.66.
Crude input to re fin eries :
Examination o f sample autocorrelations of the raw data for this
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series is not te rr ib ly  suggestive. There is some evidence of seasonality, 
as can be seen from re la tiv e ly  high values at lag 4 and 8 . Nevertheless, 
the overall picture is rather unclear and a need fo r f i r s t  differencing  
seemed to be necessary. On the other hand i t  can be seen that the series 
(l-B )Z t  has high autocorrelations at lags that are m ultiple of 4, but 
they die out fa ir ly  quickly. The f i r s t  tentative model fo r this series 
was:
(1 -B) (1 - 4>i B) (1 ) 2t  = et . 4.14
But the autocorrelation pattern of the residuals contained a high 
value at lag 9 and i t  was believed that a seasonal moving average 
component of 9 months should be included in the model. The fin a l form 
of the model, then appears as:
(l-B)(1-«|,1B ) ( l - * 4 B4 )Zt  = ( l - e 9 B9 )at . 4.15
The following values appeared on the computer output:
<j>1 = .20078 
$4 = -.24817 
eg = .42584 
and a Q -s ta tis tic  Q(16) = 13.99.
Consumer price index:
Two differences o f order one were required for s ta tio n arity . The 
resulting differenced series has an autoregressive component o f a 6 
month period and a f i r s t  order moving average component was also detected. 
I t  was then believed that a model of the form:
0 -B )2 ( l - 4>6 B6 )Zt  = ( l - e 1B)at  4.16
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would f i t  the consumer price index series quite w e ll. The estimated 
parameter as reported in the computer output are:
~ .36389 
0 1 = .45898 
and a Q -s ta tis tic  0(18) = 15.27.
Total Unemployment:
As a f i r s t  step i t  was clear that a double differencing was 
required. The sample p a rtia l autocorrelations o f the second differenced 
series are a ll  small a fte r  the th ird , suggesting that a th ird  order 
autoregressive process:
( l-B )2 ( l - * 1B -*2 B2 - 4,3B3 )Zt  = at  4.17
might be appropriate. The value o f the three parameters are:
(j>1 = -.83244
* z = -.41414 
* 3 = .10467 
and a Q -s ta tis tic  Q(17) = 14.48.
Overview of the univariate models:
Before proceding to the section on investigating the causal 
patterns, I would like  to focus on some lesson which I learned in the 
process of univariate time series model building for the o il industry:
1. I have no doubt that the most d i f f ic u lt  step in the model 
building cycle is id e n tific a tio n . This is so, since, although a number 
of general principles are la id  down, there ex ist no su re -fire  determ inistic  
approach to the problem. Subjective choices have to be made at this stage
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of Box-Jenkins analysis. Considerable experience is also required fo r  
in terpreting sample autocorrelation functions.
2. There is no doubt about the advantages o f differencing to a tta in  
s ta tio n arity . For series that exh ib it nonstationary behavior, when 
considering the data alone, a ll  other characteristics of the series
are swamped by the evidence of nonstationarity.
Although, in many cases, the choice of differencing is c lear-cu t, 
th is has not always been the case. Granger [19] favors differencing  
whenever one is in doubt of its  necessity. This proved to be the case 
here. In general, when the degree of differencing was in doubt, I 
obtained better modelling results when the differencing operator in 
question was included in the model. Only one case of overdifferencing 
was encountered in th is study, in the case of modelling the crude 
input to refineries series. In this particu lar instance, a difference 
of order 12 was applied to the series, but i t  was dropped la te r  in the 
analysis fo r reasons to be mentioned below.
3. Some of the models obtained in this study are fa ir ly  complex 
and sometimes they contain more than one seasonal component. I t
has been pointed out by Morris and Granger [17] that such complex 
models are most lik e ly  to occur due to aggregation and measurement 
error.
In th is study i t  is believed the aggregated nature of our series, 
necessary to keep the number of series manageable, is the major cause 
of complexity. My best strategy for building such complex structures
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was to begin by constructing a fa ir ly  simple model and then modify on 
the basis of the autocorrelation structure of the residuals from the 
f i t te d  equation. Construction of some of the above models required 
up to more than ten ite ra tions of the cycle of id e n tific a tio n , estimation, 
and diagnostic checking.
4. I t  was important, as is usually the case, to employ the
smallest possible number of parameters fo r adequate representation of
each series. In Box-Jenkins terminology, the principle of parsimony
should be considered when constructing ARIMA models [4 ]. This principle
is also a safeguard against the presence of common factors which result
from over-expansion of AR and MA operators: a series with ARIMA
representation <|>(B)Zt  = e(B)a^ can also be represented as
i|>(B)<f>(B)Z. = ip(B)e(B)a . A related problem was encountered here in 
 ̂ t
constructing a model fo r the input to re fineries  series. When a yearly  
seasonal differencing was applied to the series, the resulting model 
contained a moving average operator with a root very close to unity. 
Consequently, i t  was necessary to drop both the seasonal differencing  
and the moving average component. The orig inal model constructed 
fo r th is series had the general form:
( l -B ) ( l -B 1 2 ){l-<t.1B )(1 -4>4 B4 )Zt  = 0 - e gB9 ) ( l - e 12B1 2 )at
with an estimated value of = -9936. A more appropriate model, 
that has fewer parameters is obtained from the above model by dropping 
both (1-B12) and (1 -e ^ B 12): ( l - B M l-^ B H l -^ B 4^  = ( l - e gBg)at .
5. A fter f i t t in g  each particu lar model, the diagnostic checks
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suggested by Box and Jenkins [4 ] were applied.
None of the models reported here gave rise to residuals possessing 
an individual autocorrelation greater than its  approximate standard 
erro r, and the sign patterns in the residual correlograms were generally 
acceptable.
Furthermore, none o f the Q -statis ties  for the models in question 
are even close to the rejection point of chi-square d is trib u tio n , 
implying that no overall inadequacies are indicated fo r any of the models. 
F in a lly , I  considered "o ver-fitted" models. Thus for each model 
reported, extra parameters were added to cover directions in which 
inadequacies were most feared. Quite a number of the reported models 
were arrived at by o v e r-fitt in g  an e a r lie r  ten ta tive ly  id en tifie d  
model, stopping when a high order coeffic ien t became in s ign ifican t.
In summary, the usual diagnostic checks did not reveal any serious 
defects in the ARIMA models constructed above.
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Part I I :  Causal Relationships
The second part of the empirical analysis is devoted to the problem 
of describing the interrelationships existing between each pair of series. 
The purpose is to check fo r series independence, and then, in addition, 
discover whether one of the series may act as a leading indicator of 
the other. I t  is also of in te res t to find out i f  feedback between any 
pair of series occur in both causal directions.
The method u tilize d  here is due to Pierce [4 4 ], and p rinc ipa lly  
involves cross-correlating residuals obtained from f i t t in g  the univariate  
models developed in the f i r s t  part of th is study.
To il lu s tra te  how th is procedure is applied, consider the relationship  
between the price of imported crude o il (AQCI) and the consumer price 
index (CPRI). The f i t te d  models for these two series are, as reported 
in (4 .6 ) and (4 .16 ):
(l-B )(l-.73310B )Z t  = au
and,
( l -B )2 (l+.36389B6)Zt  = (1-.45898B)a2t
The cross corrleations o f the estimated residuals ( a] t >a2 t^ are displayed 
in the computer output for positive , zero, and negative lags (Appendix C l.)  




Q2 (m) = n I r
2 K=-l ar a
-m 0




Q,(2mtl) = n J r  (K) 4.20
J K=-m al ’a2
three for m=10  and three fo r m=2 0 . .
Examining the cross correlations that appear in the output revealed 
that the cross correlations are quite small, yet some evidence of asso­
ciation between the two series is c learly  there.
For example the three s ta tis tic s  for m=20 were:
Q-j (20) = 27.94 
Q2 (20) = 14.69 
Q3(41) = 43.68 .
Since the value of the f i r s t  s ta t is t ic  is much higher than the second 
one, (which is not s ig n ifican t at 90% leve l) unidirectional causality  
is detected from series 1 to series 2 .
One would, te n ta tiv e ly , then conclude that higher prices of imported 
o il is an active cause in in fla tio n  as measured by the consumer price 
index.
The explanatory power of th is relationship seems to be quite small, 
however, as the cross correlations are not large. In other words, 
consumer price index appears to be capable of being predicted from its  
own past alone almost as well as with the price of imported o il included. 
This type of result seems to extend throughout our studies.
This same methodology was applied to each pair of the 11 series 
giving a to ta l of 55 cross-correlations to be examined.
For each pair of series, the cross correlations of the residuals
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were examined to assess the nature and extent o f association between 
variables.
In table 1 the information on a ll  such relationships is reported 
and in a subsequent discussion we highlight some o f the findings.
(In  addition, appendices Cl. through C6.2 contain the computer output 
for some of these resu lts ).
The analysis indicates whether (Z  ̂ causes I 2 only, i .e .  Ẑ
is  exogenous re la tiv e  to r e s Ponds to Ẑ  but not vice versa),
Z2*>Ẑ  (same statement in reverse) or Z ^ “Z2 (feedback, each variable  
responding to lagged values of the o ther), where the hypothesis of 
independence could not be rejected, this is indicated.
Judgement frequently needs to be exercised in preparing the table. 
Occasionally, fo r example, the hypothesis of to ta l independence could 
not be rejected, though some of the cross correlations are fa ir ly  high.
In such cases, where there was doubt about the significance of the 
re lationship , I tended to allow fo r greater degree of relationship; that
a a
is to tabulate -* or «- rather than , «- o r  .
On the other hand the independence symbol (— j is never displayed 
unless the two s ta tis tic s  (^(Zm+l), one fo r m= 10  and one for m=2 0 , 
fa ile d  to be rejected at the 10 percent significance leve l.
In addition to the information in table 1, i t  was noticed that many 
of the relationships are weak , even though independence is rejected.
I t  is in teresting to notice that both demand for refined products 
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resu lt indicates that the o il industry has been quite capable of 
antic ipating seasonal fluctuations in the demand for petroleum products.
On the other hand, th is is also a c lear sign that the amount of crude 
refined is quite well estimated and i t  is a natural response to the 
anticipated demand.
I t  is quite s trik ing  that there is no s ign ifican t relationship between 
the wholesale price index fo r refined petroleum products and the demand 
for such products. One might conclude that price e la s tic ity  of the 
demand for petroleum products is quite small and that any price increases, 
at least during the period of study, have not been e ffec tive  in decreasing 
the demand.
Although i t  is a fact that demand for petroleum products in the U.S. 
has been declining recently, the above resu lt shows that the proportion 
of that decrease due to price increases is quite small, and other 
factors such as conservation e ffo r ts , economic slowdowns, weather 
conditions, and the use of o il substitutes have had more contribution  
in that respect.
Another resu lt one might notice from that table is the causal 
relationship between in f la t io n , as measured by the consumer price index, 
and the price o f both domestic and imported o i l .  In that re lationship , 
a strong causal arm acts only from the price of imported o il to 
in fla t io n . On the other hand the causal pattern is much stronger from 
in fla tio n  to domestic crude o il price than i t  is from price to in fla tio n . 
I t  can be inferred that while the increasing price of imported o il has
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been active in contributing to in f la t io n , domestic o il prices have only 
been responding to in fla tio n a ry  trends.
A surprising resu lt revealed in th is study is the independence o f 
domestic price and quantity of crude produced in the U.S. The results 
show that there has been no s ig n ifican t relationship between crude o il 
produced during the period under study and prices of o il prevailing  
in that period. In some studies, the presumption was that to ta l produc­
tion is a function of past, current, and expected future price as is 
normal in an investment problem [ 1 1 ] .
To support that assumption, using our methodology, one should have 
been able to detect a sign o f feedback relationship between o il prices 
and quantities produced. Unfortunately, evidence in th is study not 
only excludes any feedback re lationship , but also asserts that there 
has been not even a unidirectional causality from price to quantity 
produced. I t  is also in teresting  to notice that the only two factors 
that can exert any causal e ffec t on the domestic crude o il price are 
changes in demand for petroleum products and general in fla tio n ary  trends.
Other determ inistic variables such as o il price regulations cannot 
be handled in the present context. One promising method to take account 
of such effects appears to be the intervention analysis of Box and Tiao
[6 3 .
As expected, the characterization o f o il refin ing as an energy 
intensive process is reflected in a feedback relationship between 
demand fo r petroleum products and crude input to re fin eries .
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As mentioned above, the refin ing  industry responds to any expected 
increase in the demand for petroleum products by increasing th e ir  input 
of crude to be refined, and that in turn , requires more petroleum for 
the refin ing  process i t s e l f .
The imports of refined products does not seem to have any causal 
e ffe c t on the amount of crude o il refined domestically. In fa c t, the 
reverse is true , and hence imports of refined products seem to act only 
as a supplement to meet the extra demand that has not been met by output 
from domestic re fin eries .
I t  seems that domestic price controls and the entitlements program 
favor domestic over foreign refin ing  by e ffe c tiv e ly  lowering the price 
of crude o il available to domestic refiners [58].
I t  has been pointed out in other studies [59 ] ,  though, that secular 
decline in entitlements values and regulatory uncertainty would seem to 
discourage expansion of existing domestic refinery p lant, consequently 
refiners run at high output to capacity ra tio  ( i .e .  high marginal costs 
re la tiv e  to long run average costs).
One important issue worth noting here is that table 1 shows that 
domestic crude production affects both imports of crude o il and domestic 
demand fo r refined products. One might consider o il price controls as a 
mechanism designed to transfer income from producers o f domestic crude to 
consumers. I f  domestic production affects both crude imports and demand 
for refined products, then one might wonder how much the cost is in 
terms of excess imports o f crude o il arising from the regulatory d is to r-
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tions in the market signals to producers, refiners and consumers.
A fin a l word in th is analysis o f relationships is that concerning 
the degree of association between unemployment and in fla tio n  in U.S. 
during the period o f study. The overall relationship is not as strong 
as i t  might be expected i f  one considers such arguments as those in the 
"Phillips Curve". In the lig h t o f results obtained here one can conclude 
that while unemployment exerts some in fla tio n ary  pressure (though not 
s ig n if ic a n t), no evidence here suggests that in fla tio n  has much i f  any, 
e ffe c t on unemployment.
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APPENDICES (In  Pocket)
Univariate ARIMA Model:
Id en tifica tio n  for the Domestic Crude Oil Production Series:
A.I.: Autocorrelations of orig inal and f i r s t  differenced
series
A l. l :  Graph of autocorrelations fo r orig inal series
A1.2: Graph o f autocorrelations for f i r s t  differenced series
A2.: P artia l autocorrelations of orig inal 4 f i r s t  differenced
series
A2.1: Graph o f partia l autocorrelations fo r orig inal series
A2.2: Graph of partia l autocorrelations fo r f i r s t  differenced
series
A3.: Autocorrelations for original and seasonally differenced
series
A3.1: Graph of autocorrelations for orig inal series
A3.2: Graph of autocorrelations for seasonally differenced
series
A 4.: P artia l autocorrelations for orig inal and seasonally
differenced series 
A4.1: Graph of p a rtia l autocorrelations fo r orig inal series
A4.2: Graph of partia l autocorrelations fo r seasonally
differenced series 
Estimation of Parameters for Domestic Crude Oil Production Series:
Bl: In i t ia l  values of parameters
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B2.: F itted  values, Residuals and data values
B3.: Estimated parameters
B4.: Autocorrelations for the residual series
B4.1: Graph of autocorrelations for the residual series
B5.: P artia l autocorrelations fo r the residual series
B5.1: Graph of partia l autocorrelations for the residual
series
Causal Relationships Between Variables
C l.: Imported o il price - consumer price index
C l. l :  Graph of cross correlations fo r positive lags
C l.2: Graph of cross correlations for negative lags
C2.: WPI for petroleum products-Domestic demand for petroleum
products
C2.1: Graph of cross correlations fo r positive lags
C2.2: Graph o f cross correlations fo r negative lags
C3.: Domestic price oil-Domestic crude o il production
C3.1: Graph of cross correlations for positive lags
C3.2: Graph o f cross correlations for negative lags
C4.: Domestic crude o il production-Crude o il imports
C4.1: Graph of cross correlations fo r positive lags
C4.2: Graph of cross correlations fo r megative lags
C5.: Domestic demand for refined products-Crude input
to refineries
C5.1: Graph of cross correlations fo r positive lags
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C5.2: Graph of cross correlations for negative lags
C6 . :  Total unemployment-consumer price index
C6.1: Graph of cross correlation for positive lags
C6.2: Graph o f cross correlation fo r negative lags
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION
DATA - DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 BBL/DAY) 70 OBSERVATIONS
DIFFERENCING - ORIGINAL SERIES IS YOUR DATA.
DIFFERENCESBELOWARE OFORDER
ORIGINAL SERIES
MEAN OF THE SERIES = .84541E+04 
ST. DEV. OF SERIES = .28136F.+03 

















































MEAN DIVIDEDBY ST. ERROR= 0.25139E+03
TO TEST WHETHER THIS SERIES IS WHITE NOISE, THE VALUE 0.30666E+03 
SHOULD BE COMPARED WITH A CHI-SQUARE VARIABLE WITH 20 DECREES OF FREEDOM
DIFFERENCE 1
MEAN OF THE SERIES =-.68696E+01 
ST. DEV. OF SERIES - .12186F. + 03 

















































MEAN DIVIDED BY ST. ERROR = 0.46828E+00
TO TEST WHETHER THIS SERIES IS WHITE NOISE, THE VALUE 0.15914E+02 






















DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 DDL/DAY) 
GRAPH OF OBSERVED SERIES ACF 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .20008-01 

















































































DUMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 PRE/DAY) 
GRAPH OF DIFFERENCE 1 ACF 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01 






























































DATA - DUMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 DHL/DAY) 
DIFFERENCING - ORIGINAL SERIES IS YOUR DATA.
DIFFERENCES PELOW ARE OF ORDER 1
ORIGINAL SERIES
MEAN OF THE SERIES = .84541E+04 
ST. DEV. OF SERIES = .28136F.403
NUMBER OFOBSERVATIONS = 70
1- 5 0.89 0.04 0.05 -0.03 0.04
6- 10 -0.02 -0.16 -0.08 0.05 -0.13
11- 15 0.08 -0.08 -0.10 -0.22 -0.01
16- 20 -0.02 0.09 -0.18 0.09 0.02
DIFFERENCE 1
MEAN OF THE SERIES =-.6S696E401 
ST. DEV. -OF SERIES = .12I96E+03 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 69
1- 5 -0.22 -0.08 -0.02 1 O • o CD 0.03
6- 10 0.18 0.13 0.04 0.06 -0.13
11- 15 -0.02 0.11 0.14 -0.05 -0.08
























PL!l'l FUR NEGATIVE LAGS :
GRAPH UF SERIFS CROSS CORRELATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS . 2000F.-01 
1000F+01 . 0 0 0 0 F ♦ 0 0  . 1 0 0 0 E + 0 1  VALUES
X










































DOMESTIC CPUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 DHL/PAY) 
GRAPH OF OBSERVED SERIES PACF 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01


















































































DOMESTIC CR'JOE OIL PRODUCTION ( 1000 BUL/DAY) 
GRAPH OF DIFFERENCE 1 PACF 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01 













































































• 15417E + 00 
. 37008E-01 
.97215F-01




DATA - DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 BHL/DAY) 70 OBSERVATIONS
DIFFERENCING - ORIGINAL SERIES IS YOUR DATA.
DIFFERENCES BELUW ARE OF OPDER 12
ORIGINAL SERIES
MEAN OF THE SERIES = .84541E+04 
ST. DEV. OF SERIES = .28136E+03 

















































MEAN DIVIDED BY ST. ERROR = 0.25139E+03
TO TEST WHETHER THIS SERIES IS WHITE NOISE/ THE VALUE 0.30666E+03 
SHOULD BE COMPARED WITH A CHI-SQUARE VARIABLE WITH 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
DIFFERENCE 1
MEAN OF THE SERIES =-.49052E*02 
ST. DEV. OF SERIES = .35981E+03

















































MEAN DIVIDED BY ST. ERROR = 0.10382E+01
TO TEST WHETHER THIS SERIES IS WHITE NOISE/ THE VALUE 0.27112E*03 






















DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 BHL/DAY) 
GRAPH OF OBSERVED SERIES ACF 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01 
























































••21104E + 00 




DJ ME ST IC CRUDE OIL PRODUCT IUN (1000 HBL/D'AY) 
GRAPH OF DIFFERENCE 1 ACF 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01 































































DATA -  DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION (1000 HHL/DAY) 
DIFFERENCING -  ORIGINAL SERIES IS YOUR DATA.
DIFFERENCES PELUW ARE OF ORDER 12
ORIGINAL SERIES
MEAN OF THE SERIES = . 84541E+04 
ST. DEV. OF SERIFS = .28136E+03
NUV.BER OF JRSERVAT IONS = 70
1- 5 0.89 0.04 0.05 -0 .03 0,.04
6- 10 -0 .02 -0 .16 -0 .08 0.05 -0. .13
11- 15 0.08 -0 .08 -0 .10 -0 .22 -0, .01
16- 20 -0 .02 0.09 -0 .18 0.09 0.,02
DIFFERENCE 1
MEAN OF THE SERIES =-.49052E*02
ST. DEV. OF SERIES = .35981E403
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 69
in1 0.89 0.26 -0 .07 -0 .12 -0 .17
6- 10 0.13 i o . o A .
©1 0.01 - 0 .  16
11- 15 0.20 -0 .21 0.20 •
O1 -0 .01




DOMESTI C CRUDE O I L  PRODUCTION ( 1 0 0 0  H H L / D A Y )  
GRAPH OF UHSSRVED S E R I E S  PACF 
GRAPH I N TERVAL  I S  . 2 0 0 0 E - 0 1
1 0 0 0 E + 0 1 .0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 • 1 0 0 0 E + 0 1  VALUES
X
1 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX . 8 8 6 4 7 E + 0 0
X
2 XXX • 4 3 0 6 4 E - 0 1
X
3 XXX • 4 9 1 7 7 E - 0 1
X
4 XX 2 5 0 3 2 E - 0 1
X
5 XXX . 4 3 7 0 7 E - 0 1
X
6 XX - • 2 1 5 3 0 E - 0 1
X
7 XXXXXXXXX 1 6 0 8 9 E  + 00
X
8 XXXXX 7 6 7 1 0 E - 0 1
X
9 XXX . 4 8 0 5 5 E - 0 1
X
10 XXXXXXX - . 1 2 8 3 5 E 4 0 0
X
11 XXXXX • 8 2 4 6 8 E - 0 1
X
12 XXXXX 7 6 7 0 7 E - 0 1
X
13 XXXXXX 1 0 1 9 9 E + 0 0
X
14 XXXXXXXXXXXX 2 2 4 1 9 E + 0 0
X
1 5 XX 1 1 5 9 4 E - 0 1
X
16 XX 1 6 8 7 5 E - 0 1
X
1 7 XXXXXX . 9 1 5 6 0 E - 0 1
X
18 XXXXXXXXXX 1 7 7 3  2E + 00
X
1 9 XXXXX • 8 8 4 7 7 E - 0 1
X























DOMESTIC CRUDE U t L  PRODUCTION ( 1 0 0 0  H B L / D A Y )
GRAPH OF D I F F E R EN CE  1 PACF 
GRAPH I N T ER VA L  I S  . 2 0 0 0 E - 0 1
- • 1 OOOE+O1 • OOOOE+OO . 1 0 0 0 E * 0 1  VALUES
X
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x • 8 9 3 8 1 E+ 00
X
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x • 2 5 9 1 9 E + 0 0
X
x x x x 6 7 1 4 5 E - 0 1
X
XXXXXXX - • 1 2 1 8 9 E + 0 G
X
x x x x x x x x x 1 6 8 1 9 E + 0 0
X
x x x x x x x x • 1 3 3 9 7 E + 0 0
x
XXX 4 4 7 5 5 E - 0 1
X
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x - • 3 3 5 5 7 E + 0 0
X
XX • 1 2 5 5 7 E - 0 1
X
x x x x x x x x x 1 5 6 0 1 E + 0 0
X
x x x x x x x x x x x • 2 0 3 0 9 E + 0 0
X
XXXXXXXXXXX 2 0 7 1 8 E + 0 0
X
x x x x x x x x x x x • 1 9 7 4 2 E + 0 0
X
XXXXXX - . 1 0 5 8 6 E + 0 0
X
XX 1 1 7 5 9 E - 0 1
X
XXXXX - . 7 1 0 4 0 E - 0 1
X
XXXX . 5 2 0 0 9 E - 0 1
X
XXXX 5 2 4 7 1 E - 0 1
X
XXXXXXX • 1 2 3 0 3 E + 0 0
X
X - • 2 6 4 1 1 E - 0 2
Appendix A4.2
TIME SERIES PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR MODEL 1
DATA - 7, -  DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION 
DIFFERENCING ON Z - 1) 1 OF ORDER 1 
TRANSFORMATIONS EXAMINED - NONE
(1000 RBL/OAY) 70 OBSERVATIONS
UNIVARIATE MODEL PARAMETERS
PARAMETER PARAMETER PARAMETER BEGINNING
NUMBER TYPE ORDER VALUE
1 AUTOREGRESSIVE 1 1 -.30000F,«-00
2 AUTOREGRESSIVE 2 12 . 450 00F + 00
INITIAL S’JM OF SQUARES = 0.8850E+06
ITERATION NO. 1
TEST POINT PARAMETER VALUES 
-0.3162E♦00 0.450 6E+00
TEST POINT SUM OF SQUARES = 0.&847S+06
PARAMETER VALUES VIA REGRESSION
I 2
-0.3162t+00 0.4506E+00
SUM OF SQUARES AFTF.R REGRESSION = 0.88470 3'4E + 06
ITERATION STOPS - RELATIVE ChANGK IN SUM OF SQUARES LESS THAN 0.2000E-01
l̂TTF.U VALUE RESIDUAL DATA VALUE
Appendix Bl.
1 0.8 9986*0 4 -0.6390E+02 0.89346+01
z 0.99956*04 0.14596+03 0. 9142F.+04
3 0.90546*04 -0.33646+02 0.89656*0 4
4 0.90076*04 -0.53376+02 0.89546+04
5 0•89486+04 -0.37046+02 0.39116+04
6 0.88956+04 -0.11526+03 0.87806+04
7 0.88136*04 -0.32996+02 0.8780 6+0 4
8 0.87646+04 -0.64616+02 0.86996+04
u 0.86676+04 -0.22426+03 0.84436+04
10 0.86426+04 0.63776+02 0.88116+04
11 0.85586+04 0.10756+02 0.8569 F.+ 04
12 0.85776+04 -0.5001E+02 0.35276+04
13 0.85046+04 -0.49156+02 0.34556+0 4
14 0.35606+04 0.30736+02 0.85916+04
15 0.84985+04 -0.48716+01 0.84936+04
16 0.84946*04 -0.36316+02 0.04576+04
17 0.84476+04 -0.6944E+02 0.83796+04
18 0.83396+04 0.32506+02 0.84216+04
19 0.83896 + 04 -0. 5305E + 0 2 0.83366+04
20 0.8 3 266*0 4 -0.77 3 8E + 0 2 0.82496+04
21 0.8150F + 0 4 0.13046+03 0.8280E+04
22 0.83096*04 0.14586+02 0.83246+04
23 0.83156*04 -0.37106+02 0.82706*04
24 0.82685+04 -0.1363E+02 0.82546*04
25 0.82235+04 0.3842E+01 0.82326+04
26 0.82905+04 -Q.5898E+02 0. 6231E+04
27 0.82075+04 0.2547E+02 0.8232E+0 4
28 0.8201 F.+ 04 -0.1245E+03 0.8077E+04
29 0. 8086F. + 04 0.3 927E+0 2 0.8125E + 04
30 0.81185 + 04 -0.6863E+02 0.80496*04
31 0.80416+04 0.8629E+02 0 . 8127 F.+ 0 4
32 0.80515+04 0.5998E + 0 2 0.81116+04
33 0.81185+04 0.32376+02 0.81506*04
34 0.81625+04 -0.9891E+02 0.80636+04
35 0.80766*04 0.3948E+01 0.6080F. + 04
36 0.80575+04 0.37 46E + 01 0. 8061F.+04
37 0.00546+04 -0.19976+03 0.78546+04
3d 0.791b6+04 0.22316+03 0 . 81 39F. + 04
3 9 0.80496+04 0.4082E+02 0.80906+04
40 0.80365+04 0.1092E+03 0.8145 F.+ 0 4
41 0.81276*04 -0.52156+02 0.80756+04
42 0.80705+04 0.32276+02 0.81026+04
43 0.81186+04 -0.12786+02 0.81056+04
44 0.81085+04 0.1990E+03 0.83076+04
45 0.82586+04 0.22166+03 0.94806+04
4b 0.83926+04 0.1314E+03 0.8 57 3 F. + 04
47 0.35396+04 0.40155+0 2 0.85796+04
48 0.85716+04 -0.83966+02 0.84876+04
49 0.84206+04 -0.73106+02 0.83476+04
50 0.3490̂+04 -0.11726+03 0.83736+04
51 0.83835+04 0.4237E+03 0.88076+04
52 0.86836+04 0.2044E+02 0.87086+04
5 3 0.87166+04 0.85406+02 0.88016+04
54 0.87745+04 0.43226+02 0.88226+04
56 0.33216+04 -0.73566+02 0.87476+04
5 6 0.83626+04 -0.74176+02 0.87886+0 4
67 0.83826+04 -0.94785+02 0.97376+04
b 3 0.83 546+0 4 -0.23885+02 0.08306+04
5 9 0.883 26*0 4 -0.10446*03 0 . 87286 + 04 Appendix B2.
60 0.9 7 2 0 F ♦ 0 4 -0.6R66E+02 0.866 IK+0 4
61 0.3699E♦04 -O'. 1 4 21E ♦ 0 3 0,8457F+04
62 0.0610E♦04 -0.1211E+02 0.8498F+04
63 0.8684F+04 -0. 99-32E + 0 2 0 . 9 5 0 5 F ♦ 0 4
64 0•8575F + 0 4 -0.4172K+02 0. U533E + 04
6b 0•8577E + 0 4 0.7755E+ 01 0.H585F+04
66 0•8591E +04 -0.1823E+03 0.8409F+04
67 0.8434E+04 -0.7805K+O2 0.8355Ê04
60 0.8380E+04 0.3191E+03 0 . 86.99E +0 4
69 0.8596E+04 -0.8561E+02 0,8510E+04
70 0 . 8589E+04 -0.1290E+03 0 . 8460 F.+ 0 4
CORRELATION MATRIX OF THE PARAMETERS 
1 2
1 1.0000
2 - 0 . 0 7 7 0  1 . 0 0 0 0
END OF ESTIMATION FOR MODEL 1
Appendix B2. (cont)
T-2376
SUMMARY OF MUDEL 1
DATA - Z = DOMESTIC CRUDE GIL PRODUCTION 
DIFFERENCING ON Z - 1) 1 OF ORDER 1
UNIVARIATE MODEL PARAMETERS
(1000 0UL/DAY) 70 OBSERVATIONS
PARAMETER PARAME1ER PARAMETER ESTIMATED 95PER CENT
NUMBEP TYPE ORDER VALUE LO'aER limit UPPER LIMIT
1 AUTOREGRESSIVE 1 1 31622E+00 54664E + 00 85813E-01
2 AUTOREGRESSIVE 2 
OTHER INFORMATION AND RESULTS
12 •45064E+00 .20601E+00 •69527E+00
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES .88470E+06 





• 13205E + 05
• 11491E+03
Appendix B3.
AUTOCORRELATI ON FUHCTI UN
DATA - THE ESTIMATED RESIDUALS - MODEL 1 70 OBSERVATIONS
ORIGINAL SERIES
MEAN OF THE SERIES =-.67871E*01 
ST. CEV. OF SERIES = .11222E+03
number ofOBSERVATIONS = 70
1- 5 0.00 0.02 0.04 -0.01 0.01
ST.E. 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
6- 10 0. 19 0. 17 0.02 0.01 -0.18
ST.E. 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.13
11- 15 0.09 -0.16 0.12 -0.04 -0.10
ST.E. 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14
16- 20 -0.13 0.05 -0.15 -0.10 0.01
ST.E. 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
MEAN DIVIDED BY ST. ERROR= 0•50603E+00
TO TEST WHETHER THIS SERIES IS WHITE NOISF, THE VALUE 0.18083E+02 






















THE ESTIMATED RESIDUALS - MODEL 1 
GRAPH OF URSERVED SERIFS ACF 

































































PARTIAL A 'I T OCO R R E L A TI U Mi
DATA - THE ESTIMATED RESIDUALS - Mt3ncL 1 70 OBSERVATIONS
ORIGINAL SERIES
MEAN OF THE SERIES =-.67871F+01 
ST. DEV. OF SERIES = . 11222E + 03 
NUt!DER OF UiJS'S RV AT IONS = 70
1- 5 0.00 0.02 0.04 i o . o 0.01
6- 10 0. 19 0.18 0.02 -0.01 -0.20
11- 15 0.09 -0.20 0.07 -0.11 -0.09
16- 20 -0.09 0.10 -0.12 -0.06 -0.04
Appendix B5.
THE ESTIMATED RESIDUALS - MODEL I 
GRAPH Or URSERVED SERIES PACF 

































































SERIES 1 - PREWHITENHD REINER ACCU1STION COST OF IMPORTED CRUDE OIL 
SERIFS 2 ~ PRF.aHITENED CONSUMER PRICK INDEX (NUMBERS 1967 = 100)
MEAN OF SERIES 1 = 0.50739H-01
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 1 = 0. 49277F>00
MEAN OF SERIES 2 = 0.19331E-01
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 2 = 0.34941E*00
NUMBER OF LACS CROSS NUMBER OF LACS CROSS











































SUMMERY OF PIERCE STATISTIC 
********* ******************
NUMBER OF LAGS POSITIVE LAGS NEGATIVE LAGS ALL
10 14.78 
( P. F=10)
29 27. 94 










. 2 0  
= 2 1 )
. 6 8























PLOT FOR P O S I T I V E  LACS :
GRAPH OF S E R I E S  C R O S S  CURRRLATIUN 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS •2000F-01






XXXXXXXX - • 1 4929E+00
X
XXX • 4145 7E -01
X
XX .  24795F.-01
X
XXXXXXXXXX - •  18477E-f00
X
xxxx . 5 3 9 7  8E-01
X
x x x x x x xx xx x xx • 24408E+00
X
xxxx 635 93 E -0 1
X
xxxx - • 69 31 9E -01
x
XXX • 33 04 7 E -0 1
X
XX - •  153 92 E-0 1
X
X 6 0 9 1 2E-02
X
XXXXXXX - • 1 1682E+00
X








X • 88877 E-02
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX - • 25634E+00
X
XXXXXXXX • 1 3629E+00
Appendix Cl.l
PLOT FOR NEGA TI VE LAGS i
GRAPH OF SERIF.S CROSS CORRFLATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01


























12 XXXXXXXXX • 16263E+00
X


















SCRIES 1 - PREWHITENED DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL PRODUCT I ON ( 1000 HBL/DAY) 
SERIES 2 - PREWHITENED CRUDE OIL IMPORTS (1000 DHLS /DAY)
MEAN OF SERIES 1 = -0.674R1E+01
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 1 = 0.1122̂ + 03
MEAN OF SERIES 2 = 0.30050E+02
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 2 = 0.32722E+03
NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS











































SUMMERY OF PIERCE STATISTIC
NUMBER OF LAGS POSITIVE LAGS NEGATIVE LAGS ALL
10 11.20
(D.F=10)











. 3 0  
= 2 1 )
. 6 2
= 4 1 )
Appendix C4.
PLOT FOR P O S I T I V E  LAGS :
GRAPH OF SERIES CROSS CORRELATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01 
























x x x x x x x x x
X






































• 12371E + 00 
50678E-01
T-2376
PLOT FOR NEGA TI VE LAGS :
GRAPH OF SCRIES CROSS CORRELATION
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01
1 0 0 0 E + 0 1 . 0000E+00 • 1 0 0 0 E + 0 1  VALUES
X
0 XXXX • 5 0 0 1 2 E - 0 1
X
I XXXXXXXXX 1 5 9 3 6 E + 0 0
X
2 XXX - . 4 9 1 1 7 E - 0 1
X
3 X 5 8 7 7 8 E - 0 2
X
4 XXXXX 7 3 4 8 6 E - 0 1
X
5 XXX • 4 6 0 1 4 E - 0 1
X
6 x x x x - • 6 9 2 6 4 E - 0 1
X
7 x x x x - • 6 7 5 7 3 E - 0 1
X
8 XXXXXXXXXXXX • 2 2 6 8 8 E + 0 0
X
9 XXX . 4 4 5 3 4 E - 0 1
X
10 XX - • 2 6 6 2 7 E - 0 1
X
11 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX • 2 7 9 0 7 F + 0 0
X
12 XX - . 1 9 0 5 6 E - 0 1
X
13 XXXXXX • 1 0 6 6 9 E + 0 0
X
14 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX . 3 0 9 1 7 E + 0 0
X
15 XXXXX . 7 9 5 7 8 E - 0 1
X
16 XX .  1 2 9 8 9 E - 0 1
X
17 XXXXXXXXX • 1 5 1 5 2 E + 0 0
X
1 8 X . 2 0 4 0 7 E - 0 2
X
19 XXXXXX - . 1 0 3 7 2 E + 0 0
X
20 XXX • 3 4 4 7 8 E - 0 1
Appendix C4.2
T-2376
PLOT FOP N EG ATI VE LAOS :
GRAPH UF SERIES CROSS CUPRFL AT ION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS . 2000F.-01 






















































































PLOT FOR P O S I T I V E  LACS :
GRAPH OF SERIES CROSS CORRELATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS . 2000F.-01 











































































1746 2E + 00











SERIES 1 - PREWHITENED DOMESTIC DEMAND FOR TOTAL REFINED PRODUCTS(1000 BBLS/DAY) 
SERIES 2 - PREWHITENED CRUDE INPUT TO REFINERIES (1000 BBL/DAV)
MEAN OF SERIES 1 = -0.92543E+01
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 1 = 0.56696E+03
MEAN OF SERIES 2 = 0.14917F.f02
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 2 = 0.24155E«-03
NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS
ON SERIES 1 CORRELATION UN SERIES 2 CORRELATION
0 0.238 0 0.238
1 0.034 1 -0.064
2 0.191 2 -0.058
3 0. 292 3 0.041
4 -0.147 4 -0.082
5 0.047 5 0.236
6 0.135 6 0.135
7 0.077 7 -0.211
8 -0.130 8 0.110
9 0.091 9 -0.143
10 0.102 10 -0.159
11 0.133 11 -0.050
12 -0.175 12 0.140
13 0.097 13 -0.153
14 0.024 14 -0.045
15 -0.002 15 0.091
16 -0.059 16 0.099
17 -0.011 17 -0.096
18 0.132 18 -0.185
19 -0.228 19 -0.065
20 0.059 20 0.077
SUMUERY OF PIERCE STATISTIC 
***************************










( D•F = 21)
23.61 
(D.F=20)
5 1 . 4 8
( D . F = 4 1 )
Appendix C5.
CROSS CORRELATI ONS
SERIES 1 - PREWHITENED WHOLE SALE PRICE INDEX FOR PETROLEUM PRUDUCTS(1967 = 100) 
SERIES 2 - PREWHITENED DOMESTIC DEMAND FUR TOTAL REFINED PRODUCTS(1000 PULS/DAY)
MEAN OF SERIES 1 = 0.33386E+00
ST. DEV. OF SERIES I = 0.28970E+01
MEAN OF SERIES 2 = -0.92543E*01
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 2 = 0.56696E+03
NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS NUMBKP OF LAGS CROSS











































SUMMERY OF PIERCE STATISTIC 
***************************






( P . F = 20 )
8.09 








PLOT FOR P O S I T I V E  LAGS :
GRAPH OF SERIES CROSS CUPRELATIUN 















































• 1 0 0 0 E + 0 1  ‘ VALUES
-• 10 97 IF. ♦00 
16287E+00 
-•10890E+00 

















• 147 49E + 00
T-2376
PLOT FOR NE GA T IV E  LAGS :
GRAPH OF SERIES CROSS CORRELATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2G00E-01








2 ' XXXXXXX 
X























































SERIES 1 - PREWHITENED REFINER ACQUISITION COST OF DOMESTIC PETROLEUM. 
SERIES 2 - PREWHITENED DOMESTIC CRUDE UIL PRUDUCTION (1000 DHL/DAY)
MEAN OF SERIES 1 = 0.33544E+00
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 1 = 0.52614E+00
MEAN OF SERIES 2 = -0.674B1E+01
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 2 = 0.11222E+03
NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS





















































































SUMMERY OF PIERCE STATISTIC
NUMBER OF LAGS POSI1IVE LAGS NEGATIVE LAGS ALL
10 0.95 18.60 19
(D.F=10) (D.F=10) (D.F




= 2 1 )
. 6 4
- 4 1 )
Appendix C3.
PLOT FOR P O S I T I V E  LAGS :
GRAPH OF SERI ES  CROSS CORRELATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .  2 0 0 0 F . - 0 1  












































































































PLOT FOR NE GA T IV E  LAGS :
GRAPH OF SERIES CROSS CORRELATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .2000E-01 























































- • 75239E-01 
•53450F-02 
•65166E-01




























PLOT FOR P U S I T I V E  LACS :
GRAPH UF SERIES CROSS CURRE RATION 
GRAPH INTERVAL IS .20C0E-01 









x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
X
x x x x x x
X










x x x x x
X
x x x x x
X
x x x x x x
X
x x x x x x x x x
X
x x x x x x x
X
x x x x x
X






x x x x x x x x
. 1 8 2 9 2 E + 0 0  
. 5 9 4 4 3 E - 0 1  
- 2 0 5 9 2 E + 0 0  
»1 9 0 5 4 E - 0 1  
. 2 8 9 3 4 E + 0 0  
. 9 6 7 2 8 E - 0 1  
- 1 9 1 4 9 F 4 0 0  
. 1 7 7 3 7 E + 0 0  
. 4 3 8 9 6 E - 0 1  
. 1 1 6 9 0 E - 0 1  
. 2 3 3 2 4 E - 0 1  
1 7 2 0 7 8 E - 0 1  
. 7 7 1 5 7 E - 0 1  
. 9 2 2 9 6 E - 0 1  
. 1 5 8 0 4 E  + 00  
. 1 2 7 3 6 E  + 00  
. 7 7 0 2 5 E - 0 1  
. 7 5 9 5 8 E - 0 1  
1 8 5 1 7 E - 0 2  
6 8 5 6 1 E - 0 2  
1 4 4 8 1 E + 0 0
Appendix C6.1
CROSS c o r r e l a t i o n s
SERIES 1 - PPEWH1TENED TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT (T.)
SERIES 2 - PREWHITENED CONSUMFR PRICE 1NDF.X (NUMHF.RS 1967 = 100)
MEAN OP SERIES 1 = 0.66904E-03
ST. DEV. OF SERIES 1 = 0.23407E+00
MEAN OF SERIES 2 = 0.19381E-01
ST. DEV. UF SERIES 2 = 0.3494IE+00
NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS NUMBER OF LAGS CROSS
ON SERIES 1 CORRELATION UN SERIES 2 CORRELATION
0 - 0 . 1 R 3
1 - 0 . 0 5 9
2 0 . 2 0 6
3 0 . 0 1 9
4 - 0 . 2 8 9
5 - 0 . 0 9 7
6 0 . 1 9 1
7 0 . 1 7 7
8 0 . 0 4 4
9 - 0 . 0 1 2
10  0 . 0 2 3
11 - 0 . 0 7 2
12  0 . 0 7 7
13  - 0 . 0 9 2
1 4  - 0 . 1 5 0
15  - 0 . 1 2 7
16 0 . 0 7 7
17  0 . 0 7 6
18 - 0 . 0 0 2
1 9  - 0 . 0 0 7
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